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1. Introduction

Industrial machining processes are among the most complex
manufacturing processes to model and simulate. In metal cutting,
the complexities stem from the severe plastic deformation of the
metal, and from the extreme tribological conditions present at the
tool-workpiece interfaces [207]. The ability to accurately model
and simulate cutting processes such as turning, milling, etc.
depends on the availability of accurate mathematical models for (i)
the constitutive response of the deforming material, i.e., a
constitutive model that describes how the material yield strength
and fracture behaviour change with deformation parameters such
as strain, strain rate, temperature, microstructure, etc., and (ii) the
friction at the tool and workpiece interfaces, i.e., friction model.

A major challenge in developing constitutive and friction models
for metal cutting is the difficulty in acquiring dynamic stress–strain
data and friction data, respectively, that accurately represent the
cutting process. Historically, metal cutting modelling and simulation
efforts have relied on stress-strain data derived from quasi-static
and/or dynamic materials testing to calibrate constitutive models

those occurring in metal cutting. Consequently, the use of s
constitutive models in machining simulations generally requ
extrapolation to higher strains and strain rates, which contribute
inaccuracies in the simulated results. In the case of fric
modelling, highly simplified friction models (e.g. Coulomb frict
are often used in machining simulations. The main reasons for 

include limited knowledge of the complex frictional interaction
the tool-work interfaces, and a lack of suitable experime
techniques for measuring the relevant friction model parame
under conditions representative of metal cutting.

Other types of data critical for machining process model
and simulation include temperature-dependent thermo-phys
properties and workpiece microstructure data, which are o
difficult to find or measure, for the materials and deforma
conditions of interest. For instance, recent microstructure ev
tion dependent constitutive models for metal machining req
microstructure data (e.g. grain size evolution as a function of str
strain rate, and temperature) that are not readily available
many work materials of practical interest [144].

The objective of this keynote paper is to review and critic
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A B S T R A C T

This paper reviews recent advances in constitutive and friction data and models for simulation of m
machining. Phenomenological and physically-based constitutive models commonly used in machi
simulations are presented and discussed. Other topics include experimental techniques for acquiring 

necessary to identify the constitutive model parameters, and recent advances in modelling of t
workpiece friction and experimental techniques to acquire friction data under machining conditi
Additionally, thermo-physical properties for thermal modelling of the machining process, 

microstructure data for the chip and workpiece together with relevant experimental methods
discussed. Future research needs in each of the focused areas are highlighted.
al,
ith
[107]. These data and associated constitutive models usually cover a
limited range of strains, strain rates, and temperatures compared to
for
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analyse recent advances and needs in material, friction, therm
and microstructure data and associated models, along w
experimental techniques for generating the data needed 

accurately simulating the metal cutting process.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses 

aspects of constitutive data and models for metal cutting includ
phenomenological and physically based constitutive mod
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rimental techniques for generating the data required to fit the
titutive model parameters, methods for model parameter
tification, a critical assessment of the data and models, and
re research needs and opportunities. Section 3 reviews key
cts of friction in metal cutting, friction models and associated

 requirements, and experimental methods for generating the
ion data. Section 4 reviews thermal aspects of metal cutting, and
pertinent models and data. Section 5 reviews microstructure
ution in metal cutting, experimental methods for generating
ant microstructure data, and associated models. Section
ncludes with a summary of the paper and a future outlook.

onstitutive data and models

Deformation characteristics in machining

. Strains, strain rates, and temperatures
etal machining is a severe plastic deformation process
acterized by heterogeneous thermomechanical deformation
e metal at high deformation rates leading to the modification
he microstructure and material properties. Consequently,
titutive modelling for metal machining requires fundamental
erstanding of the deformation conditions in the relevant
rmation zones (Fig. 1).
ccurate knowledge of the strains, strain rates, and temperatures
ritical for understanding and controlling the machining process.
e strains (1–10), strain-rates (up to 106 s�1) and temperatures
00 �C) are reported in metal cutting [10]. However, it should be
d that the large strains and strain-rates reported are often
ated using simplified shear plane based analytical models,

ch weren’t validated using suitable experimental techniques
ble of measuring such values under practical cutting conditions.
eover, large temperatures are reported in the secondary
rmation zone. In addition, the mechanical behaviour of the
k material in machining also depends on other parameters such
e microstructure (e.g., dislocation density, grain size, etc.) [144]
the state-of-stress [27]. Therefore, proper identification of the
rmation conditions and their ranges in metal cutting is essential
the design and selection of suitable mechanical tests to
acterize the work material behaviour under conditions repre-
ative of metal cutting.
n-situ experimental techniques such as Particle Imaging
cimetry (PIV) have been used to characterize the strain and
in-rate distributions in metal cutting [139]. In this technique,
rogeneous surface markers in the workpiece surface are
ked using high-speed imaging (Fig. 3). The strain fields are
ulated using the relative displacements of the heterogeneous
ace markers.
sing PIV, Brown et al. [37] estimated a strain-rate of �20 s�1 in
primary shear zone and a shear strain of 2.05 in a OFHC copper

 at a very low cutting speed of 0.3 m/min. In order to estimate
strain and strain-rate, they used a classical shear plane based
ytical model. Huang et al. [113] performed similar experiments

on Ti–6Al–4V at a comparable low cutting speed of 0.6 m/min and
they estimated strain-rates of �40–80 s�1 and a strain of �1.5.

In general, the PIV technique is restricted to measurements at
low cutting speeds due to imaging speed limitations. Nevertheless,
it is a very useful in-situ technique to understand and quantify the
deformation field in metal cutting.

Recently, Sagapuram [194] used high speed imaging to
investigate the mechanism of shear-localized chip formation in
orthogonal cutting of Ti–6Al–4V at cutting speeds of 0.25 m/s–5 m/
s. Using a combination of marker displacement techniques and
microscopy, they estimated the average shear strain in the shear
band to range from �10 (at 0.25 m/s) to �40 (at 5 m/s). Shear strain
rate in the shear band region was estimated to be �4 � 105 s�1 at a
cutting speed of 1 m/s.

Outeiro et al. [167] used the Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
technique to estimate subsurface plastic strains produced in
orthogonal cutting of OFHC copper at a cutting speed of 90 m/min.
They estimated the maximum von Mises equivalent strain to be
�0.25 at 150 mm below the cut surface for an undeformed chip
thickness (h) of 0.2 mm (Fig. 2). The authors note that further
improvements in DIC are required to determine the maximum
strains, which occur near the machined surface.

Accurate measurements of the cutting temperatures in the
primary deformation zone, and in the secondary deformation
zone, primarily due to tool-chip friction, are important for
understanding their impact on the flow stress of the work material
during cutting, and on the tool wear as well. High temperatures

Fig. 2. PIV technique used to characterize deformation in machining: (a) Effective
strain rate field, (b) Grid distortion [102].

Fig. 3. Measured and predicted through-depth plastic strain distributions at
different uncut chip thicknesses [167].
Fig. 1. Deformation zones in the metal cutting process.
normally observed at the tool-chip interface accelerate tool wear,
which can degrade the machined part surface integrity. However,
the high temperatures in the secondary deformation zone
normally do not affect work material behaviour in the primary
deformation zone. As noted by Astakhov [11], under practical
cutting conditions (Péclet number, Pe >> 10), the heat generated
in the primary and secondary deformation zones is transported
away from the zones by the fast moving chip because the chip
velocity is much greater than the rate of heat conduction.

The challenge is to measure the temperatures in the primary
deformation zone accurately and at a sufficiently high resolution.
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Davies et al. [65] presented a comprehensive review of cutting
temperature measurement techniques. Choosing a reliable tem-
perature measurement technique is a challenging task due to each
method’s measuring range limits, sensor capabilities (robustness,
influence on process, signal type/sensitivity to noise, response
time, and uncertainty), ease of calibration, cost, size, intrusiveness,
etc. To address this issue, researchers at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) in the USA have developed
special setups for high resolution and high speed temperature
measurement by infrared thermography [117]. Fig. 4 shows an
example temperature distribution in the primary deformation
zone in orthogonal cutting of 7075-T651 Aluminium. It clearly
shows that the peak temperature in the primary deformation zone
barely exceeds 200 �C.

2.1.2. State of stress
According to Astakhov [13], metal cutting can be viewed as a

forming process where the external energy applied to the cutting
system causes separation of a layer of material from the bulk.
Therefore, a principal difference between machining and all other
metal forming processes is the physical separation of material in
the form of a chip from the rest of the workpiece. The process of
physical separation of a solid body into two or more parts involves
fracture, and thus, machining must be treated as the purposeful
fracture of the layer being removed. Significant work on this view
of metal cutting has been reported by Atkins [14]. From this point
of view, proper modelling of the work material in machining
should take into account not only the material flow stress under
the deformation conditions in machining, but also under condi-
tions where fracture occurs [169]. Both flow stress and fracture are
strongly dependent on the state of stress [27,169].

Classical metal plasticity theory assumes that only the second
deviatoric stress invariant (J2) influences the yield surface, as in the
von Mises yield criterion. Thus, the hydrostatic stress (sm) has a
negligible effect on strain hardening, and the flow stress is
independent of the third deviatoric stress invariant (J3) [27]. The
hydrostatic stress is often expressed as a dimensionless quantity
called the stress triaxiality parameter (h), defined in Eq. (1). The
equivalent stress is often incorporated into the normalized Lode
angle parameter (u), defined in Eq. (2).

sm

Lode angle parameter is responsible for its shape. The effect of
Lode angle parameter on plastic yielding has been studied
Cazacu et al. [44] and Bacherla and Bassani [26]. These research
proposed flow stress models that incorporate the difference
yield strength in compression and tension. However, their mo
do not have the flexibility to predict plane strain yielding. Suc
generalization was proposed by Bai and Wierzbicki [27] w
proposed a new form of an asymmetric metal plasticity mo
considering the stress triaxiality (h) and Lode angle parameter
effects. Recently, Buchkremer et al. [38] modified the Bai 

Wierzbicki model to include strain-rate and temperature effect
the flow stress to simulate longitudinal turning of AISI 1045 st

Bai and Wierzbicki [27] also proposed a new fracture mo
that takes into account stress triaxiality (h) and the Lode an
parameter (u). However, unlike the Johnson–Cook damage mo
[127], their fracture model does not account for the influenc
strain-rate and temperature.

A key point of this discussion is that, to the extent possible,
role of stress state on plastic yielding and fracture of the m
should be accounted for in constitutive modelling. As discus
later, constitutive models for metal cutting routinely use fl

stress data obtained under uniaxial loading conditions. Thi
because uniaxial loading experiments are easier to conduct t
multiaxial loading experiments. However, the role of the stat
stress and fracture in machining cannot be ignored.

2.2. Constitutive modelling

Constitutive models describe the relationship between st
and strain. The complexity of these relationships range fr
isotropic elastic models suitable for large-scale structural mo
ling, to crystal plasticity formulations designed to capture gr
scale inelastic behaviour. Prior knowledge of the deforma
process is required for selection of an appropriate model.

As discussed previously, machining is unique in that 

imposed deformations (strains, strain rates, temperatures, 

state of stress) produce a complex thermomechanical load
history. Constitutive models may also be coupled with inte
state variable (ISV) models that seek to capture the evolution of
underlying structure-related variables e.g., dislocation den
mean grain size, texture, etc. with deformation. The constitu
laws as well as ISV evolution equations may be described us
phenomenological equations, physically-based equations, or so
combination of the two.

2.2.1. Phenomenological models
Phenomenological constitutive models are commonly used

describe the high strain rate and high temperature flow st
response of metals in machining. These models are term
phenomenological because they describe material behav
through empirically fitted functions of one or more macrosco
variables of deformation such as the plastic strain (ep), plastic st
rate ( _e p), and temperature (T). The general form of such model

s ¼ s ep; _e p; T; . . .Þ�
The objective of this paper is not to review all phenomenol

cal constitutive models in the literature but to critically disc
only those that are commonly used in machining simulations

Fig. 4. Visible (top) and infrared temperature distribution in �C (bottom), obtained
by high-speed videography of metal cutting (rectangle in visible image is �0.3 mm
horizontal infrared field of view) [117].
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Recent experiments on plastic deformation of metals have
shown that both the hydrostatic stress effect and the effect of the
third deviatoric stress invariant should be included in the
constitutive description of the material [27]. In general, the
hydrostatic pressure controls the size of the yield surface while the
Table 1 summarizes the most frequently used phenomenol
cal models used in cutting simulations. All of them assu
isotropic deformation behaviour of the work material. Of 

models listed in Table 1, the J–C model [126] is the most wid
used because of its simplicity and relative ease of calibration
major drawback is that it is purely empirical and it is limited in
ability to accurately describe the constitutive behaviour of 

material outside the range of the test data used to fit the mod
parameters. As discussed by Leseur [140], the J–C model is una
to capture the increased strain rate sensitivity above 103 s�1, o
attributed to viscous drag based resistance to dislocation mot
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he original J–C model does not account for softening observed
e strains and temperatures in the primary shear zone, which is
acteristic of metals that exhibit shear banding (e.g. Ti–6Al–

 To address this limitation, Calamaz et al. [41] and Sima and
l [211] modified the J–C model to accentuate the softening
viour at large strains and temperatures, thereby enabling the
lation of shear banding without a material damage criterion.
ecently, a similar approach was used by Hor et al. [112] to
el the constitutive behaviour of three steels for use in
hining simulations. Although not physically-based, the modi-

 J–C model has been shown to work well for simulating
ented chip formation in cutting of low thermal diffusivity

als such as titanium and nickel base alloys [219].
mbrello et al. [221] modified the J–C model to include the
ts of work material hardness in the flow stress. They used the
el to predict the machined surface integrity in hard turning of

 H13 and AISI 52100 steels.
aekawa et al. [154] developed flow stress models that account
he strain path history dependence of flow stress. As discussed
hilds [49], variations of the model have been used successfully
mulate the machining response of carbon steels and titanium

ment. In contrast to phenomenological models, physically-based
constitutive models are based on microstructural aspects of plastic
deformation. They mathematically describe the flow strength of a
metal as a function of the microscale physical processes
responsible for strengthening (e.g. dislocation-obstacle interac-
tion) or softening (e.g. dynamic recovery, continuous dynamic
recrystallization, grain boundary sliding) of the metal. It is well-
known that during plastic deformation the microstructure
continuously evolves as thermally activated mobile dislocations
interact with short range and long range obstacles including the
crystal lattice, solute atoms and precipitates, forest dislocations,
and grain boundaries [158]. Strengthening or softening of the
metal due to interaction of mobile dislocations with obstacles is
governed by the strain, strain rate, and temperature. A general
form of the physically-based constitutive model is [158]:

s ¼ sðr1; r2; _e p; TÞ ð4Þ

dr1

de ¼ F1ðr1; r2; _e p; TÞ ð5Þ

 1
omenological constitutive models commonly used in metal cutting modelling and simulation.

del Pros and cons

nson–Cook (J–C) [126]:

 ½A þ Benp� 1 þ C _ep
_e 0
� 1 � T�T0

Tm�T0

� �mh ih Pros J–C: Simple form with few parameters. Easy to calibrate.

Pros modified J–C: Simple form with few parameters. Considers
second order interactions. “tanh” term captures softening at large
strains and temperatures, which allows shear banding to be simulated
without a failure (damage) criterion.dified J–C [41,211]:

¼ ½A þ Benpf ðepÞ�½1 þ C
_ep

_e 0
� 1 � T � T0

Tm � T0

� �m� �
hðep; TÞ

Þ ¼ ½expðeapÞ��1; hðep; TÞ ¼ ½D þ ð1 � DÞtanhðep þ SÞ�c�

 ¼ 1 � T
Tm

� �d

; S ¼ T
Tm

� �b

Cons J–C: Lacks explicit microstructural basis. Known to be inaccurate
at high strain rates (> 103–104 s�1). Does not intrinsically capture shear
localization effects. Ignores second order interactions of strain, strain-rate,
and temperature.

: Empirical; Widely used. Modified J–C: Empirical.

Cons modified J–C: Lacks explicit microstructural basis. More involved
model calibration procedure.

in Path Dependence Model [154,55]:

¼ A1

�
_e
_e 0

�M

eaT
�

_e
_e 0

�m Z
strainpath

e�aT=N
�

_e
_e 0

��m=N

de
" #N

¼ f ðT; _eÞ

Pros: Models the strain path effect and its dependence on temperature and strain
rate. Considers coupling of strain rate hardening and thermal softening.

pirical. Well-developed for carbon steels and certain titanium alloys.

Cons: Requires incremental straining tests with simultaneous heating and
quenching to capture strain path dependence. Lacks explicit microstructural basis.

er Viscosity Law [156]:

¼ gðepÞGð _ep ÞQðTÞ

pÞ ¼ s0 1 þ ep
e0

� �1
n;

_ p Þ ¼ ½1 þ _ep
_e 0

�
1
m
; QðTÞ ¼ c0 þ c1T þ . . .

Pros: Simple form with relatively few parameters. Easy to calibrate.

pirical; Default model in AdvantEdge FEM software.

Cons: Lacks explicit microstructural basis. Ignores second order interactions.
Model parameter values in commercial software (e.g. Third Wave Systems AdvantEdge)
inaccessible to user.

 flow stress; ep : plastic strain; _e p :plastic strain rate; e0 : reference plastic strain; _e 0 : reference plastic strain rate; T: absolute
emperature; T0 : reference temperature; Tm : absolute melting temperature; A, B, C, D, M, N, n, m, a, b, c, d: empirically determined model
arameters.
s.
here have been other attempts at incorporating the flow
ening effect due to physical processes such as dynamic
ystallization. An example is the work of Rhim and Oh [187]

 modified the J–C model using Avrami-type Arrhenius terms to
late chip segmentation in cutting of AISI 1045 steel.

. Physically-based models
he use of physically-based constitutive models in metal
ing modelling and simulation is a relatively recent develop-
dr2

de ¼ F2ðr1; r2; _e p; TÞ ð6Þ

where r1 and r2 represent microstructure parameters, e.g. average
dislocation density and average grain size, respectively. Eq. (4)–(6)
are mathematical descriptions of the evolution of the microstruc-
ture parameters with strain. It should be noted that these
equations represent just one possible form of the physically-based
constitutive model. For example, the flow stress could be
dependent on other microstructure parameters, e.g. texture,
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whose evolution with deformation would then have to be
modelled.

Due to their complexity, physically-based constitutive models
have seen limited use in metal cutting modelling and simulation.
Nevertheless, they are an important advancement since they
intrinsically permit the simulation of microstructure and mechan-
ical properties (e.g. hardness [145], residual stress [66]) of the
machined surface, and, in addition, they can more accurately
describe the material response to loading outside the model
calibration range.

Examples of physically-based constitutive models used in metal
cutting modelling and simulation are given in Table 2.

The Zerilli–Armstrong (Z–A) constitutive equations are moti-
vated by the well-known theory of thermal activation of
dislocations [233]. They model the flow stress as a summation
of athermal and thermal stress terms that are functions of the
strain, strain rate, and temperature. Differences in the flow stress
behaviours of fcc, bcc, and hcp metals are captured by the
equations, which account for the coupling of strain hardening,
strain rate hardening, and thermal softening, as appropriate for the
crystal structure of the metal under consideration [233,232].

The Z–A models have seen limited use in metal cutting. Jaspers
and Dautzenberg [121] used the Z–A equations to model the flow
stress of AISI 1045 steel (bcc) and AA6082-T6 (fcc) and found that
while the model for AISI 1045 steel described the flow stress well,
the fcc equation for AA6082-T6 did not fit the flow stress data very
well. Childs and Rahmad [56] showed that the bcc Z–A model,
when modified to include an upper yield point at low strains

incorporates the effects of several physical processes active du
plastic deformation, it is complex and requires a large amoun
carefully controlled test data to fit the 18 model parameters. T
makes the model difficult to establish and therefore less pract

Svoboda et al. [214] used the Mechanical Threshold Stress (M
model to simulate orthogonal cutting of 316L stainless steel. T
used dislocation density and vacancy concentration as ISVs
describe the evolution of microstructure with plastic deformat
Their model is the first documented instance of a microstruct
dependent physically-based constitutive model used in m
cutting simulation. In later work, Wedberg et al. [224] exten
Svoboda et al.’s model to include the effect of dislocation drag
the flow stress at high strain rates. While their finite element 

simulation of orthogonal cutting of 316L stainless steel yiel
good results for forces and chip thickness, it is not clear if t
models can simulate chip segmentation, which is known to oc
in stainless steels.

Recently, Liu et al. developed a MTS based ISV model 

simulating continuous chip formation in OFHC copper [146] 

segmented chip formation in pure titanium [159]. In their mo
the flow stress is a function of microstructure, which is descri
by the evolution of the dislocation density and the mean grain s
The effects of dislocation drag, dynamic recovery, and dyna
recrystallization are also considered. Below a critical grain size
inverse Hall-Petch effect, attributed to grain boundary sliding
included in the model to simulate segmented chip formation [1
Fig. 5 shows the model’s ability to simulate severe grain refinem
in the shear band region of the chip. The model has a large num

Table 2
Physically-based constitutive models used in metal cutting modelling and simulation.

Model Pros and cons

Zerilli–Armstrong (Z–A) [232]:

s ¼ sa þ Be�bT þ B0
ffiffiffiffiffiepp
e�aT

sa ¼ sG þ kdl
�1=2

;

b ¼ b0 � b1ln _e p; a ¼ a0 � a1ln _e p

Pros: Relatively simple form. Considers coupled strain rate and thermal effects o
flow stress. Accounts for the initial microstructure of the metal. Considers releva
second order interactions.

General form of equation for bcc, fcc, and hcp metals.
Limited use in machining.

Cons: Must be modified for increased softening at large strains and high
temperatures to simulate chip segmentation when not using a damage model.

Bammann–Chiesa–Johnson (BCJ) [103]:
_s ¼ ltrðDe ÞI þ 2mlD

e; De ¼ D � Dp
Pros: Accounts for hardening and recovery (static and dynamic) processes.

Based on microstructure-property relationships.
Uses internal state variables.

Cons: Complex model with many material parameters. Microstructure
parameters are not explicitly modelled. Extensive test data needed to fit
the model parameters.

Mechanical Threshold Stress (MTS) Model [84]:

s ¼ sa þ sth

sa ¼ aGb
ffiffiffiffi
r

p
;

sth ¼ s0½1 � ð kT

g0Gb
3ln

_e 0
_e Þ1=q�1=p; ds

de ¼ Q0 �Qrð _e;T;sÞ

Pros: Explicitly accounts for microstructure evolution with deformation and its
impact on the flow stress. Can be adapted to include various micromechanical
physics such as recovery and recrystallization, dislocation drag resistance at high
rates, and grain boundary sliding.

Based on thermal activation theory of plastic deformation.

Cons: More involved parameter identification.

s :flowstress;sG :athermalstressduetodislocation-grainboundaryinteraction; _s : timederivativeofCauchystresstensor(rate form);
: mechanical threshold stress (flow stress at 0 K);Q0 : hardening (dislocation accumulation) rate; Qr : dynamic recovery rate; ep : plas
strain; _e p : plastic strain rate; e0 : reference plastic strain; _e 0 : reference plastic strain rate; T: absolute temperature; D : total deformati
tensor; De : elastic deformation tensor; Dp : plastic deformation tensor; l; ml : Lame’ constants; G : shear modulus; b: magnitude 

Burger’svector;r : dislocation density; l:averagegrain size;k:Boltzmann’sconstant;g0 : normalizedactivation energyat0 K;B, B0,b0 ,
, a0, a1,a , kd, k, p, q: model calibration parameters.
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(<0.05) typical of carbon steels, produced slightly better results
than a power law model for simulating the plane strain cutting of
carbon steels. In later work, they [57] showed that acceptable
values of forces, shear angle, and shear stress could be obtained
through a simpler, albeit heuristic, modification of the strain
hardening exponent. Liu et al. [143] modified the hcp Z–A model to
account for increased softening, which was attributed to dynamic
recovery and recrystallization at large strains and temperatures, to
simulate chip segmentation in orthogonal cutting of Ti–6Al–4V.

Guo et al. [103] used the ISV based Bammann–Chiesa–Johnson
(BCJ) model to simulate metal cutting. Although the BCJ model
of parameters whose identification is non-trivial.
Ding and Shin [68] used Estrin et al.’s [74] unified mode

plasticity to describe the flow stress as a function of disloca
density evolution. In their model, dislocation density is the 

microstructure parameter. The grain size is assumed to equal
evolved dislocation cell size, which is inversely proportional to
square root of the total dislocation density. Ding and Shin show
their model was able to accurately simulate the cutting force 

strain evolution in the primary shear zone in orthogonal cuttin
pure titanium [69], albeit at very low cutting speeds where sh
bands do not form. It is unclear however if their constitutive mo
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therm
pable of simulating shear localization seen in many metals
ding pure titanium, especially at higher cutting speeds.
tmani et al. [17] used the original MTS model with Estrin
l.’s [74] microstructure evolution model to simulate grain
ement in orthogonal cutting of OFHC copper. Their model
s good agreement with experimental data. Denguir et al. [66]

grated the effects of the state of stress and dynamic
ystallization in the J–C model to simulate the machined
ace integrity in orthogonal cutting of OFHC copper.
t is clear from the preceding discussion that researchers are
g to develop increasingly complex physically-based constitu-
models for machining simulation. It is anticipated that this
d will continue in the near future, and will be driven by the
al machining needs of the industrial sector.

Experimental techniques for determining the mechanical
viour of metals in cutting

evelopment and calibration of constitutive models for metal
ing requires representative experimental data. During metal
ing, the deformation history of the work material is complex and
es from room temperature and quasi-static conditions ahead of
eformation zone to high temperatures and dynamic rates in the
ary and secondary deformation zones. Additionally, the state of
s inmetal cutting isalways multiaxial withawiderange of stress
iality and Lode angles. Therefore, the experimental techniques
todeterminethemechanicalbehaviourofmetalsshould beable
curately reproduce the strains, strain rates, temperatures, and
s of stress in metal cutting.

. Quasi-static and dynamic tests
onventional cross-head devices such servo-hydraulic or screw-
en test frames are capable of performing uniaxial and multi-axial
riments to large strains in the quasi-static regime (10�5–

s�1). Elevated temperatures can be achieved when coupled with
ction or furnace heating. Thermal–mechanical simulators
eble systems) can be used to perform large strain uniaxial
pression tests at elevated temperatures and strain rates up to
102 s�1 (Fig. 6). However, the strain rates produced in these tests

are usually lower than those produced in metal cutting. Therefore,
dynamic or impact testing techniques are needed.

The most common dynamic material testing technique is the
Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB), also referred to as a Kolsky
bar [131], which can generate strain rates on the order of 103–
104 s�1. Variants of the original SHPB technique allow for tensile
and torsion loadings [163]. Depending on the material, the strains
imposed in these experiments are usually much less than
1. However, repetitive testing on a single sample can be used to
impose larger accumulated strains. The use of a hat-shaped
specimen permits the study of shear banding at large strains
[4]. Such specimens have been used to study the susceptibility of
various alloys to adiabatic shear band failure [160].

According to Burns et al. [39], the traditional elevated
temperature Kolsky bar does not account for the combination of
high heating rates (>1000 �C/s) and high loading rates (�104/s)
seen in machining. Using an electrical pulse-heated Kolsky bar
setup (Fig. 7), they showed that the flow stress of a rapidly heated
near-eutectoid steel decreased by 50% due to time-dependent
thermally-activated microstructure evolution, which is not cap-
tured by the standard J–C constitutive model.

Achieving higher strain rates (106–108 s�1) than normally
possible with a SHPB apparatus requires shock inducing impact
tests [79]. These tests are multiaxial in nature and therefore the
flow stress curves cannot be directly inferred. One popular high-
rate testing technique is the rod-on-rigid-anvil or Taylor impact
experiment, where a projectile is launched at a rigid boundary,
which produces a deformed sample. Even though flow stress
curves cannot be extracted from these tests, constitutive models
can be “tuned” to match the shape of the deformed sample, as
shown in Fig. 8. However, till date, such testing methods have not

5. (a) Optical micrograph of chip microstructure in the shear band, and
lated (b) grain size and (c) dislocation density distribution (cutting

 = 100 m/min, uncut chip thickness = 0.2 mm) [159].

Fig. 7. Schematic of the NIST electrical pulse-heated Kolsky bar setup [39].

Fig. 8. Experimental and simulated hcp titanium samples obtained in reverse anvil-
on-rod impact tests [157].
. Ti–6Al–4V flow stress curves at 1303 K produced using the Thermecmaster-Z
al-mechanical simulator [149].

Fig. 9. Experimental techniques for different strain rate regimes (adapted from
[137]).
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been utilized by the machining research community. Other high
rate tests include ballistic penetration tests and plate impact tests
[137]. A summary of the major testing regimes and the associated
materials test methods is given in Fig. 9.

2.4. Identification of constitutive model parameters

The choice of a constitutive model is extremely important to
accurately describe the mechanical behaviour of the work
material. Equally important is the identification of constitutive
model parameters. These parameters are usually identified from
experimental data obtained from mechanical [111] and/or
machining tests [172]. Different methods, including direct and
inverse methods, can be used to identify the model parameters
[28].

The direct method consists of explicitly determining the
constitutive model parameters as a function of the model variables.
This method can be applied to simple constitutive models with few
parameters (e.g., the power law). For complex constitutive models
with many parameters, the inverse method, which utilizes
optimization-based approaches, is the best solution for identifying
the model parameters. The inverse method consists of simulating
the experimental test by modifying the constitutive model
parameters iteratively to minimize the difference between the
predicted and measured data [28]. Several optimization-based
methods (see Table 3) can be used for this purpose [45,222].

The derivative-free search and gradient-based algorithms are
relatively simple to use but they depend strongly on the initial
guess and tend to converge to the local minima. However,
derivative-free search methods are simpler to use than gradient-
based methods since they don’t need to compute derivatives. Both
algorithms are strongly dependent on user skills. Germain et al.
[85] used the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm to identify the
optimal J–C model parameters for two titanium alloys using data
from compression tests at high strain-rates and temperatures.

Evolutionary algorithms such as Genetic Algorithms (GA) and
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) are more robust than other
algorithms since they use mechanisms to improve the initial
solution and, in general, do not converge to the local minima.
However, they are computationally expensive and convergence to
the global minimum is not always guaranteed. Özel and Karpat
[171] used a cooperative PSO algorithm on SHPB test data to
identify the J–C model coefficients for several work materials.

Hybrid approaches that combine the advantages of two or more
algorithms, such as the robustness of evolutionary algorithms and
the performance of gradient-based algorithms, can also be used.
Chaparro et al. [45] used both gradient-based and evolutionary
algorithms to identify the constitutive model parameters for an
Aluminium alloy using flow stress data obtained from tension
tests, and data from monotonic and Bauschinger shear tests.

Depending on user skills and methods used to identify the
model parameters, the results obtained from these algorithms can
vary greatly. This contributes to the inconsistencies often observed
in the model parameters reported in literature [45].

2.5. Critical assessment of material behaviour and constitutive
models

The accuracy of constitutive models and associated data
metal cutting simulations depends greatly on [107,49]: (i) 

materials testing technique and the thermo-mechanical load
conditions utilized to obtain the flow stress data used to fit 

model parameters, (ii) the model chosen and the physics ther
especially when extrapolating the model outside its calibra
range, (iii) prior processing history and microstructure of 

material used to generate the flow stress data, and (iv) the mo
parameter identification algorithm employed.

It is commonplace for machining researchers to fit constitu
models to high strain rate data obtained from uniaxial SH
compression tests performed over a range of temperatures
pointed out by Childs [49], such models yield acceptable sh
stress values for the primary shear zone where the strains 

temperatures are generally lower than at the tool-chip interf
However, the flow stress corresponding to temperatures at 

tool-chip interface tends to be overestimated by the model du
the inability of standard dynamic material tests to faithf
reproduce the higher strains and temperatures seen in 

secondary shear zone.
The dependence of the accuracy of machining simulations

the test method and the associated loading conditions can be s
from the work of Hor et al. [112], where a J–C model fitted w
dynamic shear test data yielded peak temperatures closer to
experimental value than a model fitted with dynamic compress
data. Even though the stress state in metal cutting is multiax
acceptable predictions (<10–15% error) of the forces, shear an
and deformed chip thickness can be obtained from constitu
equations fit to uniaxial flow stress data (mostly from quasi-st
and/or dynamic compression tests). Hor et al.’s [112] results 

suggest that the primary deformation mode (compression
shear) in the materials test may be important for accu
prediction of quantities such as temperatures, strains, etc.

The choice of a constitutive model can impact the accurac
machining simulations, as discussed by a number of auth
[41,211,112,103,121,209,81,52,1]. Fig. 10 shows a comparison of fl

stress curves and machining simulations using two constitu
models for OFHC copper.

Table 3
Optimisation-based methods.

Method Algorithm
Gradient-based Steepest descent
Newton and quasi-Newton
Levenberg–Marquardt
Sequential quadratic programming
Globally convergent method of moving asymptotes

Derivative-free search Pattern search
Rosenbrock
Simplex
Powell

Evolutionary algorithms Genetic algorithms
Particle swarm optimization
Simulated annealing Fig. 10. Influence of constitutive model on the flow stress and machining

simulations for OFHC copper [66].
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copp
he deformation physics contained in the model also impacts the
lation accuracy. This can be seen in Fig. 11 where an MTS-type
el for OFHC copper with and without dislocation drag is
pared against experimental data. The work of Childs and
ad [56] also highlights the importance of including the correct

rmationphysics in the constitutive model to ensure the accuracy
tting simulations. In the absence of a damage evolution model,
kote et al. [159] showed that an inverse Hall-Petch effect must be
ded in the constitutive model to capture shear bands formed in
cutting of pure titanium. This need is supported by evidence of
re grain refinement in titanium chips [205].
esearchers in the machining community routinely use flow
ss data from literature to fit constitutive models. Often, the
essing history and microstructure of the material used to
rate the flow stress data are unknown, leading to potentially
ificant differences between the microstructures of the
erials used to generate the flow stress and the cutting data,
ectively. This can lead to erroneous constitutive modelling and
curate cutting simulations. For example, it is well-known that
heat treatment process routes greatly influence the bulk
ostructure and its deformation response. This is especially

 of Ti–6Al–4V, Ni-based super alloys, and steels. Fig. 12
trates the dependence of flow stress of Ti–6Al–4V on the initial
ostructure. It is therefore imperative for researchers to ensure
istency in the initial microstructures when using data from
ature and to report the prior heat treatment and initial
ostructure of the work material.
ince chip formation in metal cutting involves physical
ration of the material from the bulk, proper constitutive
elling should account for not only the material flow stress
er machining conditions, but also for a physically-meaningful
age model or criterion for material separation (fracture) [169].
he method for constitutive model parameter identification can

 non-unique model parameters for a given material. It is not
mmon to find reports of different model parameter values for
same material. Reasons for the non-uniqueness of the model
meters include the nonlinear optimization method used to
rmine their values [172], the type of flow stress data used to fit
model (e.g. compression vs. shear) [112,111], and the ranges of
ins, strain rates, and temperatures produced in the flow stress
rmination tests. For a given constitutive model, a detailed

sensitivity analysis and validation against experimental data,
similar to that reported by Childs [51], is necessary to identify the
model parameter values that yield physically meaningful results.

In summary, constitutive model development for metal cutting
modelling and simulation continues to be an active research area.
While the major focus of recent work is on developing physically-
based constitutive models, the use of simpler models (e.g., J–C) is
very common. This is due to the ready availability of model
parameter values for common engineering metals such as carbon
steels, aluminium alloys, and certain super alloys (e.g. Ti–6Al–4V),
as well as the ease of parameter identification for such models.

2.6. Future needs and opportunities

1. A systematic and detailed comparison of the relative perfor-
mance of different constitutive models in simulating the metal
cutting process.

2. Knowledge of which constitutive model—phenomenological or
physically based—to use for a given engineering alloy over the
range of economic cutting conditions for the alloy. A database of
validated flow stress models for common engineering alloys
could be created by CIRP and made available to industry
practitioners and the academic research community.

3. Development of a materials testing technique that is economical
and is capable of capturing the ranges of strains, strain rates,
temperatures, and the state of stress routinely seen in metal
cutting.

4. Better understanding of the effects of heat treatment and
starting microstructures on the material flow stress.

5. Development of material damage (fracture) models that are
applicable to metal cutting.

3. Friction data and models

3.1. Tribological phenomena at the tool-work material interface

3.1.1. Friction in metal cutting process
Friction between contacting bodies is important in all

engineering applications where solid metallic surfaces are in
sliding contact with each other. This is particularly important in
metal cutting where the plastic deformation of the softer
counterpart (work material) takes place under high normal
pressure. The size of contact (contact length) is determined by
the cutting behaviour, and contact takes place on both the rake and
flank faces depending on the cutting conditions. Energy is
dissipated during relative motion of the contacting surfaces of
the tool, the chip, and the freshly formed machined surface. In
addition, friction is influenced by tool wear, which increases
energy consumption. The dimensionless friction quantity is the
coefficient of friction, defined as the ratio of forces acting parallel
(F) and perpendicular (N) to the interface between the two bodies
in relative motion (m=F/N).

In general, three generic physical mechanisms are responsible
for friction (Fig. 13), namely [110]:

- Adhesion (ma), which involves the shearing of micro-welded
junctions formed by contacting surface asperities at high
pressure and temperature.

1. Effect of dislocation drag physics in MTS-type constitutive model for OFHC
er [146].
2. Flow stress curves for three distinct Ti–6Al–4V microstructures obtained
 different heat treatments [201]. Fig. 13. Three basic components of sliding friction [110].
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- Plastic deformation of asperities (md), causing material flow
when a body slides over another, which is responsible for the
static coefficient of friction.

- Ploughing action of rounded cutting edges (mp), which produces
a groove due to plastic flow but without removing material.

The dominant mechanism of sliding friction tends to be the
adhesive interaction between the surface asperities, especially for
non-viscoelastic materials. However, rougher contacting surfaces
and tool wear result in more intense plastic deformation of
asperities, which increases the friction.

Adhesion and plastic deformation as the dominant frictional
phenomena are integrated in a molecular-mechanical theory of
friction developed by Kragelsky et al. [136]. This friction concept
was used to predict the roughness height [90]. The presence of the
three basic friction mechanisms was confirmed in a macroscopic
concept of friction, called the genesis of friction [213]. The
following typical values of the three components of the coefficient
of friction were experimentally determined (maximum values in
brackets): ma = 0–0.4(0.51), md = 0–0.43(0.75), and mp = 0–0.4(1.0).

Accordingly, an important mechanism of friction is ploughing of
the contacting surfaces by the hard asperities and wear particles.
However, its participation depends on the tribological contact
conditions. The presence of low-friction coatings and fluid
lubricants drastically reduces friction.

Friction modelling is a very difficult task due to a number of
potential influencing factors including the contact microgeometry
(surface roughness), relative motion (constancy of motion, surface
velocity), applied forces (contact pressure, constancy of applied
forces), temperature (thermal effects on the material and lubricant
properties), and stiffness and vibration (contact compliance,
damping of frictional vibrations, feedback between frictional
stimulus and structural response).

In general, the values of the coefficient of friction used in
analytical and numerical modelling of metal cutting are much
lower than those measured in orthogonal cutting tests. The models
assume m = 0–0.5(0.6), whereas experimentally obtained values
can exceed 1 and sometimes approach 2(3) [12].

3.1.2. Concept of friction at the macroscopic scale
Under highly loaded conditions at the chip-tool contact, there is

a region of complete plastic contact, which restricts lubrication by
fluids or gases during continuous chip formation. The friction
stress between the chip and tool is equal to the shear yield stress of
the chip at the prevalent strain, strain-rate, and temperature.
Lubrication typically reduces the tool-chip contact length. Within
the reduced contact length, the friction stress is higher than under
normal contact conditions. However, solid lubrication is possible in
the case of a free-machining metal [55,50].

In interrupted cutting, such as in milling, there can be an initial
period of lubricated cutting during which pre-existing lubricant
films are worn away. This was explored in the context of Minimum
Quantity Lubrication (MQL) in Ref. [116].

t ¼ min:ðmsn; s=
ffiffiffi
3

p
Þ ð7Þ

Eq. (7) is a well-known friction law. The friction stress t is the
lower of msn and s=

ffiffiffi
3

p
where m is the friction coefficient, sn is the

normal stress between the chip and the tool, and s is the
equivalent flow stress of the chip material (for a free-machiningffiffiffip

An improved friction mechanism that integrates the effect
adhesion and ploughing can be derived from a slip-line fi

analysis of the contact between a rigid-plastic plane and a r
wedge-shaped asperity [134]. The sliding of a hard metal sur
over a soft surface is assumed to result from the pushing of wa
of plastically deformed material in the soft surface ahead of 

asperities on the hard surface.

3.2. Friction models

3.2.1. Review of existing tool-chip interface friction models
Realistic characterization of the frictional interaction betw

the chip and the tool is necessary to model the behaviour of
secondary deformation zone.

In the past, and in current practice, the tool rake face friction
been modelled in terms of a constant coefficient of friction ba
on the Coulomb friction model.

The average coefficient of friction at the tool-chip interface
be calculated from the cutting forces or from the average tool-c
contact stresses (see Fig. 14) [92]. The relationship between 

friction force Fg and the normal force FgN yields an average fric
coefficient at the rake face as follows:

mg ¼ Fg
FgN

¼ Fc sin g0 þ Ff cos g0

Fc cos g0 � Ff sin g0

where Fc is the cutting force, Ff is the feed force, and g0 is 

orthogonal rake angle.
The model linking the average shear (tf ) and normal stre

(sn) acting on the rake face is given by:

mc ¼
ttAp

stAp
¼ tf
sn

where Ap is the apparent area of contact, tt and st are the sh
strength and yield stress of the softer (chip) material.
Fig. 14. (a) Merchant’s shear plane model of forces in the chip formation zone, and
(b) Zorev’s contact stress distribution model [92].
material, s= 3 may be corrected by a factor m < 1). This law
recognises the changing contact conditions at the chip-tool
interface as the distance from the cutting edge increases, from
t ¼ s=

ffiffiffi
3

p
near the cutting edge to t ¼ msn towards the end of

contact. In FE simulations of dry machining of a series of carbon
and low alloy steels, good agreement with experimental results
was obtained by assuming a friction coefficient greater than 1.0
[57]. This is in agreement with the results presented in Refs.
[55,50,48]. The assumption is also applicable to the micro-
machining of steel and built-up-edge formation in the cutting of
steel [53].
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orev’s sticking-sliding model shown in Fig. 14b distinguishes
zone of sticking (seizure or plastic contact) near the tool edge
sliding (elastic contact) beyond the sticking region. The
pressive normal stress is maximum at the cutting edge and

 to zero at the end of tool-chip contact. The shear stress
bits a plateau in the sticking zone and decreases in the sliding
. The distribution of normal stresses is given by:

 scmaxðx=lcÞn ð10Þ
re lc is the tool-chip contact length, x is the distance from the
 separation point, and n is an exponent parameter.
n the sliding zone, the stress distribution satisfies the Coulomb
ion law as follows:

 msc ð11Þ
n the sliding region, the ratio of the real contact area Ar to the
rent contact area Ap is very small and the Coulomb–Amonton
describes the friction behaviour. In contrast, in the sticking
on Ar/Ap continuously increases and, in the vicinity of the
ing edge, it approaches 1. This means that the coefficient of
ion reaches the theoretical maximum of 0.577, which satisfies
von Mises plastic flow rule.
he maximum value of the friction coefficient can also be
rmined by [92]:

ax ¼ 1=½2ð1:3 � g0Þ� ð12Þ
re g0 is the orthogonal rake angle measured in radians.
or constant shear friction along the entire tool-chip interface,
ion is determined using a shear friction factor m as follows:

mk ð13Þ
re k is the shear flow strength of the work material at the tool-
 interface. Typically, m ranges from 0.1 to 0.8(0.9) [80]. For
1, plastic contact (seizure) occurs.
hirakashi and Usui [210] derived a friction stress equation as
ws:

 kð1 � e�msn=kÞ ð14aÞ

re tf and sn are the friction and normal stresses, respectively.
n Eq. (14a) the friction and normal stresses are fitted to data

 a split tool experiment for a-brass, pure aluminium, and S15C
carbon steel. The equation reduces to Eq. (11) at low values of
nd saturates at the shear flow stress k at high values of sn.
urther modification of Eq. (14a) concerns the transition
een tf ¼ msn and mk due to the fact that for free-cutting
ls the saturation value is not k but mk. By multiplying k with a
ion factor m, where 0 < m < 1, a modified equation is obtained:

 mkð1 � e�msn=mkÞ ð14bÞ

lternatively, the limiting friction stress at a point in the chip-
 contact can be replaced by s=

ffiffiffi
3

p
, where s is the equivalent

 stress [50], yielding the following equation:

sffiffiffi
3

p
�
1 � eð�msn

ffiffi
3

p
=sÞ
�

ð15Þ

 further improvement of the friction model is to replace a
tant friction coefficient by one that increases with the effective
tic strain:

In the molecular-mechanical theory of friction, the total
coefficient of friction consists of the adhesion and mechanical
components as follows [136,90]:

m ¼ ma þ mm ð18Þ
The friction components ma and mm are derived in Ref.

[90]. Another model with a transition zone was proposed recently
by Zhou [236].

The coefficient of friction for the wave contact model proposed
by Kopalinsky and Oxley is given by [134]:

m ¼ A sin a þ cos ðarc cos f � aÞ
A cos a þ sin ðarc cos f � aÞ ð19Þ

where A ¼ 1 þ p
2 þ arc cos f � 2a � 2: arc sin ½ð1 � f Þ�1=2

sin a� , f is the normalized film strength given by f ¼ t=k , t is
the shear strength of the film, k is the shear flow stress of the
deforming material, and a is a surface roughness parameter. For
0 � f < 1, m lies in the range 0 � m < 1. For full adhesion, m is close
to 1. On the other hand, for a small residual ploughing component
of friction, m ¼ cota [115]. The asperity deformation model has
been found to be in good agreement with experimental results.

3.2.2. Comparative assessment of existing friction models
The distribution of the normal and shear stresses on the rake

face of a cutting tool, shown schematically in Fig. 14b, has been
verified to determine the real pattern of stress changes along the
tool’s rake and flank faces. In these experiments, the stress
distribution at or very near the cutting edge, obtained from a split
tool and photoelasticity technique, is not very accurate.

Fig. 15 shows several examples of the tool rake face stress
distributions obtained for different materials using the split tool
technique. The contact stresses are normalized by the shear flow
strength k, and the distance from the cutting edge is normalized by
the chip thickness. In most cases, the normal stress rises to a peak
near the cutting edge and ranges from 0.7 k to 2.5 k. However, for
nonferrous metals such as aluminium and copper, the normal
stress tends to a visible plateau.

In general, during metal cutting, the mean coefficient of friction
is substantially affected by the cutting speed (partly due to thermal
softening), the feed rate (via the normal load), the rake angle (by
controlling the intensity of plastic deformation in the primary
deformation zone), and by modification of the tribological
conditions through low-friction coatings [92]. For AISI 1045 and
AISI 304 steels and a number of single and multilayer tool coatings,
Fig. 15. Experimentally determined contact stresses for (a) non-ferrous, and (b)
ferrous metals, using the split tool technique [92].
 m0ð1 þ epÞ ð16Þ

aking into consideration the fact that in cutting a newly
ted surface directly contacts the tool face, Iwata et al. [118]
osed the following empirical equation:

Hv

0:07

� �
tanh

0:07mp
Hv

� �
MPa ð17Þ

re Hv is the Vickers hardness of the workpiece material, and p
e contact pressure in MPa.
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it has been shown that the reduction in contact area and thermal
softening of the workpiece influence the contact stresses and the
frictional behaviour [12,99].

3.3. Experimental methods for determining the friction data for
machining

Determination of the friction coefficient in machining can be
realized by at least three different methods:

- cutting force measurements,
- conventional tribometer,
- special tribometer designed for cutting applications.

The first approach is usually based on the turning [172,50,99,95]
or the milling process [197]. The cutting forces, chip dimensions,
and the tool-chip contact surface are measured and analysed.
However, the friction coefficient varies along the contact [184,212]
due to variation of the local sliding velocity, contact pressure, and
temperature. Consequently, this approach is unable to distinguish
between the sticking and sliding zones of contact. In order to
overcome this problem, authors use either a split tool or analytical
models. A proposal to improve this method by combining
interrupted turning with in-depth analysis of the secondary
deformation zone has been presented [151].

The second approach for determining the friction coefficient uses
conventional tribometers without surface refreshment and is
independent of any cutting process. The most common tribometer
is the pin-on-disc, which is easy to use. The disc is made of the work
material while the pin is made from the cutting tool material. This
approach has been used by several researchers [199]. Commercial
cutting tool inserts may also be used instead of pins. Unfortunately,
such tribometersdo not simulate the relevant tribological conditions
at the tool-work interface in cutting. However, it has been
documented [199,35] that such friction data can aid in improving
the accuracy of numerical simulations of cutting.

Thethirdapproachinvolvestheuseofspecial tribometers(Fig.16)
that simulate open tribological conditions with different sliding
velocities and contact pressures. A popular configuration (Fig. 16b)
uses a pin placed just after a cutting tool during the machining of a
tube face [166]. In this case, the pin rubs against a continuously
refreshed surface and the sliding speeds and contact temperatures
replicate dry machining. However, the contact pressures in this
method are only around 15 MPa whereas the contact pressures in
cutting are on the order of a few GPa. Several devices [212,229] have
been developed to increase the contact pressure under high sliding
velocities or to investigate the effects of lubrication.

The experimental set-up shown in Fig. 16f is similar to
orthogonal cutting of a disc using a real cutting tool with an
extremely negative rake angle [180]. However, during a single
rotation of the workpiece and the very short contact time, it is
difficult to achieve a steady thermal state. This method was further
refined by using a broaching machine [181].

As an alternative, an open tribometer simulating the con
conditions in cutting over a longer time scale (Fig. 16e) 

proposed [60]. A cylindrical pin rubs on a fresh surface du
rotation and the surface refreshment is discontinuous. A large f
of the pin enables a helical movement in order to av
superposition of the scratches produced on the cylinder. T
tribo-set-up, installed on a lathe, can yield sufficiently high slid
velocities (several hundred m/min). It should be noted that 

surface has to be regenerated prior to a new friction test.
The open tribometer was improved by Zemzemi et al. [230], 

subsequently by Claudin et al. [60] so as to reach higher con
pressures and sliding velocities. In addition, it also provides,
special instrumentation, the heat partition at the interface, wh
is a key thermal parameter in numerical simulations of cuttin

In order to identify the appropriate friction model, sev
friction tests under the relevant sliding velocities and con
pressures must be carried out [184]. Because of the very h
contact pressures, severe plastic deformation occurs. Hence, th
tribometers measure an apparent friction coefficient that o
overestimates the friction coefficient. Therefore, post-treatmen
the test data is necessary to extract the relevant interfacial fric
coefficient from the apparent friction coefficient as illustrate
Fig. 17. This identification can be performed through a numer
model of the friction test or through an analytical model based
geometrical observations of the scratches produced [60].

3.4. Other variables in friction identification

3.4.1. Effect of work material and its microstructure
Identification of the friction model by means of the exp

mental methods discussed in section 3.3 is fraught with challen
since friction depends on a large number of factors such as:

	 work material composition and microstructure,
	 cutting tool substrate, coating, surface texture, and
	 lubricant composition and application technique.

Regarding the influence of the work material, Fig. 18 shows
frictional behaviour of a TiN coated carbide tool with appar

Fig. 17. Procedure to identify friction models from laboratory tests as propose
Zemzemi et al. [229].
Fig. 16. Open tribometers for determining friction in cutting. Designed by (a) Olsson
et al. [166], (b) Zemzemi et al. [229], (c) Smolenicki et al. [212], (d) Hedenqvist and
Olsson [108], (e) Claudin et al. [60], (f) Puls et al. [180].

Fig.18. Evolution of the apparent friction coefficient with sliding velocity for various
material pairs [84,60].
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MQL 
ion coefficients mapp that vary significantly from 0.1 to �0.7.
differences between the work materials are significant for low
ng velocities under dry conditions. Ferritic-pearlitic and
enitic steels yield much higher friction coefficients compared
artensitic steels [95]. At high sliding velocities, the friction
ficients converge to lower values (�0.2). Moreover, all work
erials with a similar microstructure do not satisfy the same
ion model. For instance, a small percentage of CaMnS
sions lowers the friction significantly at low sliding speeds,
reas similar inclusions do not affect the frictional behaviour of
enitic grades of steel.

. Effect of cutting fluids
he influence of cutting fluids on the friction coefficient is
n in Fig. 19. It can be seen that the use of a lubricant oil causes
ge decrease in the friction coefficient, especially at low sliding
ds. In contrast, the effect is reduced at higher sliding speeds
pared to the dry case. In the presence of a lubricant, the friction
ficient remains constant around 0.1 irrespective of the sliding
city (Fig. 19a). It should be noted that the friction behaviour
ngly depends on the amount of lubricant supplied, its viscosity,
the contact duration. It was shown that the oil was evacuated

 few tenths of a second due the high contact pressure and
ng velocity [60]. On the other hand, oil will penetrate the tool-

 interface if the contact is longer than a second (turning,
ing, etc.). In interrupted cutting processes, the contact is
icated before each cutting period. The amount of oil deposited
e interface (before cutting) depends strongly on the cutting
d. At high cutting speeds, the interface is starved of oil, which
s to dry sliding. In contrast, at low cutting speeds, the contact is

 lubricated. Moreover, oil viscosity strongly influences friction
QL by modifying the generation of oil mist (droplet size and/or
 rate) irrespective of its composition (Fig. 19b).
he effects of liquid nitrogen (LN2) or gaseous nitrogen and

 CO2 on the lubrication mode and friction are still unclear. It
been reported that LN2 significantly lowers friction in
hining of Inconel 718, probably due to oxygen starvation
]. In titanium machining, an oxidized surface strongly modifies
friction behaviour [60].

. Effect of cutting speed
imulation of high speed machining at cutting speeds higher

 1000 m/min [92] needs friction data that are substantially
ified by the strain rate and temperature. It was documented

 friction coefficients for metallic work materials converge to
in dry sliding, which corresponds to a semi-solid friction
me as assumed in Ref. [164].

An extensive characterization of tool coatings was reported in
Refs. [99,91]. The characterization was based on mechanical,
thermal and energy considerations according to the complex
friction models reviewed in Section 3.2.

For difficult-to-cut alloys, operations that require specially
coated tools are a key issue for both tool manufacturers and end
users [202]. Typically, coatings are first deposited on samples, and
tests and correlations between the outcomes of the laboratory
tests and the results of cutting tests are established. In Refs.
[202,203], methodologies for classifying the performance of
cutting tool coatings were presented. For example, the ratio of
ball wear area to the sample trace depth was used to rank the
cutting performance of nanostructured TiN + AlTiN, TiN + AlTiN
+ MoS2 and CrN + CrN:C + C coatings deposited on WC-Co inserts
[202].

3.5. Implementation of friction in FE software

3.5.1. Friction effects in FE modelling of machining
As discussed earlier, the use of friction coefficients based on the

Coulomb friction law to represent the contact conditions at the
tool-chip and tool-workpiece interfaces for all cutting regimes is
unrealistic. As a result, different friction models are often used in
FE simulations of metal cutting.

In FE modelling of metal cutting, the local friction at the tool-
chip interface is often modelled by the modified Coulomb friction
law, where the friction stress is limited by the current shear flow
stress of the work material tf ¼ minðt ; msnÞ where tf is the
friction (shear) stress, sn is the normal contact stress, m is the local
friction coefficient, and t ¼ s=

ffiffiffi
3

p
is the shear flow stress of the

work material at the contact interface.
The dual zone idea was used to develop both numerical and

analytical models for the tool-work contact friction. Moufki et al.
[162] proposed the mean friction coefficient to be dependent on
the mean temperature. Özlü et al. [174] used a friction model that
separated the friction coefficient into two components—apparent
and sliding friction coefficients. The first component is given by the
ratio of the total friction and normal forces acting on the entire rake
face whereas the second component is given by the ratio of the
friction and normal forces acting in the sliding region.

To date, most of the analyses of tool-chip contact have dealt
with the determination of the friction coefficient. Shi et al. [208]
analysed the effects of a modified Coulomb friction law at the tool-
chip interface via a 2D FE model for rake angles ranging from 15� to
30� and a friction coefficient ranging from 0.0 to 0.6. The maximum
temperature, tool-chip contact length, shear angle, and the cutting
forces were found to be strongly dependent on the coefficient of
friction.

Arrazola and Özel [8] used the general purpose FE software
ABAQUS (Explicit v6.1) to conduct a detailed sensitivity analysis of
friction and other parameters in orthogonal cutting. They showed
that, apart from the friction coefficient (m), other input parameters
such as the thermal conductance (KI), the heat partition coefficient
(G ), and the percentage of friction energy transformed into heat
(h) have significant influence on the results (see Table 4).

Among all the contact parameters, the friction coefficient had
the greatest influence. However, it was observed that all contact
parameters had a large influence on the maximum tool rake face
temperature (To). It was found that (i) the friction coefficient was

9. Influence of lubrication and oil viscosity on friction: (a) full lubrication, (b)
[40].
. Effect of tool coatings
t is well-known that cutting tool coatings can significantly
ify the frictional behaviour at the tool/work material interface
85]. The influence of the substrate is also very significant. It

 shown in Ref. [231] that a CBN substrate yields a very low
ion coefficient of 0.1–0.2 when machining Inconel 718,
reas TiAlN coated carbide tools exhibit m values of 0.2–0.4.
ontrast, HSS and carbides produce severe adhesion and high
ion coefficients whereas PCD yields a self-lubricated contact
n machining aluminium alloys [77].
the only parameter that influenced the tool-chip contact length,
and (ii) even for high values of the friction coefficient, the tool-chip
contact length was lower than experimentally observed values.
This could be a reason for the lower thrust force predictions
commonly observed in FE simulations of metal cutting. In fact,
these two aspects are major issues in FE modelling of chip
formation, particularly when trying to model the effect of tool
wear (especially, crater wear).

In order to solve this problem, Arrazola et al. [7] showed that the
use of a variable friction coefficient decreased the errors between
the simulated and measured feed/thrust forces to �10%.
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Arrazola and Özel [9] have studied the effect of Coulomb friction
and sticking-sliding friction models on FE simulation of metal
cutting. Key findings of their study are that the choice of the
friction model has a greater effect on the thrust force while the
cutting force is affected less. They concluded that sticking–sliding
friction models should be used with caution and the limiting shear
stress values must be determined for each cutting condition to
predict the forces, stresses and temperatures more accurately in FE
simulations.

Schulze et al. [200] implemented a modified friction model based
on Coulomb’s law with avariable friction coefficient that is a function
of the relative sliding speed and temperature. This approach, which
eliminates the proportionality between the friction stress and the
normal stress, allows for modelling of the heat sources with greater
accuracy and therefore simulation of the cutting induced phase
transformations in the workpiece surface layers.

Childs [51] presented a detailed comparison of FE simulations of
plane strain cutting with slip-line field models. A standard
Coulomb friction law was employed at low normal contact stress
levels while saturation of the friction stress was assumed at higher
normal loads characterized by intimate contact and plastic flow.
His results show that, in the absence of strain hardening and under
heavily loaded conditions, the standard friction law tf ¼
minðt ; msnÞ yields unrealistic results in that it predicts an
increasing mean friction stress with cutting speed (and tempera-
ture), which contradicts the flow stress behaviour of the material.

Özel [170] investigated several friction models applicable to FE
simulations of orthogonal metal cutting and concluded that a
friction coefficient varying with normal stress provides better
predictions of the cutting forces and tool stress distributions.

Haglund et al. [106] analysed the effect of six different friction
models ranging from a constant friction model to a temperature
dependent friction shear stress model in FE simulations of plane
strain cutting of hardened steel. They found that all friction models
underestimated the thrust forces even if the cutting forces were
predicted accurately.

Ulutan and Özel [218] presented a “hybrid friction model” for
the tool–chip contact where sticking and sliding contact param-
eters can be input to the FE simulation concurrently. As a result,
computation of the tool stresses can be performed more accurately
with integration of elastic and plastic deformations around all tool
surfaces and, in particular, at the tool-chip and tool-workpiece
contacts.

Atlati et al. [15] investigated the built-up-edge (BUE) formation
and tribological behaviour at the tool–work material interface
when cutting 2024-T351 aluminium alloy using a cemented

of 0.1 yields better prediction of the cutting force whereas 

thrust force and the shear angle are predicted more accurately w
a larger friction factor of 0.7. Three commercial FEM packag
MSC.Marc, DEFORM 2D, and AdvantEdge—were used. Nega
thrust forces were predicted by DEFORM 2D. Hence, furt
improvements can be achieved by considering the dependenc
the mean friction coefficient (or friction factor) on the m
contact temperature, as proposed by Moufki et al. [162].

3.5.2. Implementing friction models dependent on the local inter
parameters

As showed by several authors, the tool-chip friction coeffic
depends on the fundamental variables such as temperat
pressure, and sliding velocity [184]. However, most of the fric
models implemented in FE simulations of the cutting process
not consider these effects. Such dependencies of friction can
implemented through the use of subroutines, such as VFRIC
ABAQUS Explicit.

To this end, Atlati et al. [16] employed the VUINTER subroutin
their FEsimulations of thecutting process where theyconsidered
influences of sliding velocity, cutting temperature, and l
properties of the tool-workpiece interface on the friction coeffici
A good agreement with experimental results was observed, exc
for the thrust force which was underestimated. Bonnet et al. 

have included the influence of sliding velocity by means of 

arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian approach in ABAQUS (Explicit). T
results showed significant improvement in the predicted quanti
over a large range of interfacial sliding conditions.

The VFRIC subroutine in ABAQUS (Explicit) was also used
Courbon et al. [64]. They obtained improved predictions of the f
force and better descriptions of the distribution of temperature
the rake face and of the heat flux into the tool. In addition, Cour
et al. [64] showed that it was possible to predict microstruc
evolution in the chip due to recrystallization and other phys
effects.

3.6. Friction modelling with tool wear effect

Friction and wear are two types of interactive responses of
tribo-system that occur simultaneously between two mov
surfaces, e.g. between the chip and the tool. Experiments sugg
that low wear is characterized by low friction while high wea
characterized by high friction.

This relationship has not yet been sufficiently investiga
From a practical point of view, special attention should be give
coated cutting tools [110,92]. Fig. 20 shows the evolution of 

Table 4
Results of sensitivity analysis using ABAQUS Explicit 6.1 [8].

Effects of input parameters on numerical results

Contact parameter Ref. value Range Percentage change relative to results obtained using ref. value DT = 5

TO epl H t2 Fc Ff

Thermal conductance (Ki)(W m�2K�1) 108 103–108 �60 5 0 3 0 2 1
10
Heat partition coefficient (G ) 0.5 0.25–0.75 �60 0 0 1 0 0 0.05
Friction coefficient (m) 0.23 0.2–0.5 �40 100 23 5 9 27 0.03
Friction energy trans. into heat (h) 1 0.7–1 11 2 0 �2 0 �1 0.12

To: max. tool rake face temperature (K); e pl: plastic strain in the chip; H: tool-chip contact length (mm); t2: chip thickness (mm); Fc: cutting force (N); Ff: feed force (N);
before effect values indicates a decrease.
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carbide WC/Co tool. They proposed a new concept of time-
dependent friction coefficient to represent varying contact
conditions at the tool–work interface. They observed that the
friction coefficient increased where adhesion on the rake face was
expected.

Filice et al. [80] showed that, when the friction factor m is varied
between 0.2 and 0.8, the simulated outputs in the orthogonal
cutting of AISI 1045 steel are practically insensitive to the friction
model used.

Bil et al. [34] proposed fitting the friction factor depending on
the process variable simulated. They found that a friction factor m
friction coefficient for TiN coated samples using a ball-on-
tribo-tester at a normal load of 200N. Three characteristic sta
are evident: low friction stage (I), ploughing friction stage (II), 

coating breakdown stage (III). The friction coefficient in stage
ranges from 0.15 to 0.2.

The second group of investigations of friction evolution du
wear tests concern machining processes, including orthogonal 

oblique machining of a spheroidal cast iron using ceramic Si
and CBN cutting tools [100,98], and hard machining of a ca
hardened alloy steel using CBN tools [93]. The local value
friction coefficient corresponding to various levels of tool fl
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feed 
r (VBc) were determined using a mechanistic friction model
the equivalent rake angle, which was determined graphically

 microscope images [100]. The observed changes in the
ion coefficient at the rake and flank faces are shown in Fig. 21.
t the rake face, mg changes from about 0.15 to 0.75 depending
he wear (Fig. 21a). Changes in the flank face friction coefficient
re distinctly higher and range from 0.55 to about 2 (Fig. 21b).

 are caused by the adhesion of the tool to the chemically fresh
kpiece surface. A good agreement between ma in machining

3.7. Future needs and opportunities

1. A comparative assessment of the accuracy of existing friction
models used in the simulation of metal cutting.

2. A detailed analysis of the interaction between the friction model
and the constitutive model used to simulate metal cutting.

3. Development of more effective tribo-meters capable of accu-
rately reproducing the frictional conditions in machining under
contact different conditions.

4. Improved understanding of the effects of cutting fluids, tool
coatings, and tool wear on friction and ways of incorporating
their effects into friction models.

5. Development of experimental methods for separating the
adhesion and ploughing components of friction for different
tribo-pairs.

4. Thermal data and models

The thermal aspects of machining play a central role in
modelling and simulation of metal cutting. They affect thermal
distortion, plastic deformation associated with chip formation,
machining-induced residual stresses, and thermal damage. It is
well established that thermally induced errors in machining have
been accorded an equal place with other factors, namely tool wear
and deflection, and can contribute more than 50% of the total
machining error. The accuracy of cutting process simulation is
dependent on the accuracy of the heat transfer model, including
the temperature-dependent physical and mechanical properties of
the material. There are two important thermal issues that need to
be carefully considered—the thermal boundary conditions and the
heat partition ratios between the chip, tool, and workpiece. This
section of the paper provides a detailed review of these two issues
and how they relate to emerging technologies, e.g., MQL, cryogenic
cooling, and vibration-assisted drilling.

4.1. Thermal and physical properties of materials

The basic thermal data required for modelling and simulation of
machining are the thermal conductivity k, the specific heat cp, the
coefficient of thermal expansion b, and the density r. Two
combinations of these basic properties are of special significance in
heat conduction (a) the thermal diffusivity a (=k/cpr), which is a
measure of the ability of the material to conduct thermal energy
relative to its ability to store it, and (b) the thermal effusivity
b ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

kcpr
p

, which is a measure of the rate at which the material
can absorb heat i.e., it is a measure of the thermal inertia of the
material in the transient state. The low value of b for titanium
alloys explains their high cutting temperatures, compared to other
materials, e.g., steels, cut under the same conditions [207].

Sensitivity analysis carried out by Arrazola and Özel [8] showed
that the thermal conductivity (k) and specific heat (cp) of the
workpiece material have as much influence on the temperatures as
the material flow stress or the friction at the tool-chip interface. A
differential scanning calorimeter [177] is used to measure the
change in cp with temperature and the transition temperatures,
such as phase transformation, while the laser flash method is the
most common method for measuring thermal diffusivity a and
conductivity k [176]. The coefficient of linear thermal expansion b,

20. Friction coefficient evolution for TiN coated sample at 200 N load [153].

. 21. Changes in friction coefficient at the (a) rake and (b) flank faces [98].

2. Changes in the friction coefficient with tool wear due to variations in the (a)
rate, and the (b) tool nose radius [93].
in the corresponding tribo-tests was observed [100].
he investigation of hard machining using CBN cutting tools

 focused on the separation of the ploughing component of the
ion coefficient, which is dominant at extremely low uncut chip
kness (�2.5 mm) [93,94]. As shown in Fig. 22, large increases in
riction coefficient were observed at higher feeds (Fig. 22a) and
e tool nose radii (Fig. 22b). Large values (�4) of the friction
ficient were also reported in Ref. [110].
he main conclusion from the wear-based studies is that tool
r influences friction differently, and adhesion or ploughing has
edominant effect on the friction coefficient.
which has a direct effect on the thermal elastic deformation and
thermally-induced residual stresses, is commonly measured using
the mechanical dilatometer method [155]. Knowing b for a given
sample geometry, one can readily establish the variation in density
with temperature T as b = DV/(Vo ∙ DT) = �Dr/(r ∙ T ∙ DT).

An example of the dependence of cp, r, a, and b on temperature
for C45 steel is shown in Fig. 23. The figure shows that �300%
increase in cp is observed from room temperature to 700 �C. Data
concerning the relevant temperature-dependent properties of
metallic and ceramic workpiece and tool materials are readily
available in the literature, e.g., Refs. [178,109,217,88,83,216].
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4.2. Thermal boundary conditions

4.2.1. Convection heat transfer around rotating bodies
The convective coefficients of heat transfer (CHT) h around

rotating workpieces and tools are frequently needed for simulating
certain cutting processes. This problem has been investigated
experimentally by many researchers, e.g., Refs.
[3,75,71,33,173]. The CHT h data is commonly expressed in terms
of the dimensionless Nusselt number (Nu), and as a function of
other dimensionless numbers including the Reynolds (Re) and
Prandtl (Pr) numbers (for forced convection):

Nu ¼ hl=kf ¼ f ðRe; PrÞ ð20Þ

where l is the characteristic length of the rotating body, kf is the
fluid thermal conductivity, while Re and Pr depend on l, the mass
flow rate m, and the thermophysical properties of the cutting fluid
and the target material. For ambient air, Pr = 0.72, and this
equation becomes:

Nu ¼ CRen ð21Þ

where C is between 0.1 to 0.318 and n is between 0.57–0.7 for Re
values that range from 0.08 � 104–105 [195,101,138,165,129]. As
Fig. 24 shows, for a cylindrical body (d = 100 mm) rotating at
n = 10,000 rpm, h is in the range of 25–40 W/m2K. In the case of
convection heat transfer in narrow gaps of thickness g, which is
encountered in vibration-assisted machining for example, Nu is
also a function of the ratio G between the gap thickness and the
radius of the rotating part r; Nu = f (Re,G) [190]. With increase in G

and n, the laminar air flow changes and toroidal Taylor vortices
form, thereby enhancing the heat transfer. A CHT of 150 W/m2K
be reached [190]. A similar effect of Taylor vortices is also expec
in orbital drilling [191].

Experimental determination of the CHT h requires insertin
number of thermocouples into the rotating body [135] and t
using FE analysis to solve an inverse heat conduction probl
Recently, Attia et al. [19] proposed a method that relies
measuring the temperature at a single location on the surface
determining h through closed form solution of a direct h
conduction problem.

4.2.2. Coolant flow and forced convection heat transfer
To control the cutting temperature Tc, cutting fluids are app

in the directions marked A–D (see Fig.1). While the fluid deliver
direction D and impingement on the tool represents a conditio
“free flow” (or open flow), directions A (rake jet), B (flank jet) an
(transverse rake jet) represent the condition of “confined flo
This distinction has strong influence on the dynamics of fluid fl

and the mechanism of heat transfer.

4.2.2.1. Free flow condition. The open flow field of an impinging
consists of three regions [237]; the free jet region with a ‘poten
dense core’ (L/d = 4–6), the stagnation region and the wall jet reg
where the flow is in the outward radial direction. In this region,
boundary layer developed from the stagnation point has a str
effect on the heat transfer rate. The cooling area covers �12–20
the moving direction and 8–15d in the lateral direction, where
the nozzle diameter [46]. With an increase in the relative velo
between the jet and the moving target, the cooling length
shortened in both the moving and lateral directions [47]. Theref
the distribution of CHT in the cutting zone, and not its aver
value, should be modelled.

When the surface temperatures are higher than the coo
saturation temperature, boiling may occur and the peak CHT m
reach 150–200 kW/m2K at the jet impingement centre for a rou
slot jet. This scatter in the CHT data is attributed to the varianc
the peak or average values, differences in the nozzle, the prese
of flow confinement, turbulence upstream from the jet nozzle, 

whether single phase, nucleate, or film boiling are encounte
[46,120].

The coefficient of heat transfer h resulting from jet impin
ment also depends on the nozzle-to-target distance (L/d), and
displacement from the stagnation point (r/d): Nu = f (Re, Pr, L/d, 

In addition, the effects of nozzle geometry, flow confinement, 

turbulence have all been shown to be significant. The res
reported in Refs. [120,183] showed that within the range 2 

d < 12 the local heat and mass transfer are independent of (L/d
radial positions r/d > 4–6. For convection in the impingem
region of a single-phase, water-based coolant, it was shown 

the peak CHT is nearly the same for stationary and moving ta
surfaces (at v < 0.5 m/s) with a jet velocity of 2.3 m/s [47]. Exp
mental data for the CHT for impinging turbulent jets from a circ
nozzle onto a plane surface for 1.2 <r/d < 16 

5000 < Re < 124,000 have been collated in Refs. [237,120,147]

4.2.2.2. Confined flow condition. In restricted or confined flow,
presence of a wedged opening (or crevice) introduces anot
dimension to the problem complexity, since heat conduction in

Fig. 23. Effect of changes in (a) thermal diffusivity a and specific heat cp, and (b)
density r and coefficient of linear thermal expansion b [6].
 by
ich
ate
ow

 in a
 the
um,
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eral
face

Fig. 24. Effect of rotation speed on the CHT (for d = 100 mm); data compiled from
[3,75,71,33,173].
narrow gap can be the dominant mechanism, as demonstrated
Attia and D'Silva [18]. A solution to this nonlinear problem, wh
involves subcooled nucleate boiling, is to determine if nucle
boiling is taking place in the crevice region. Another type of fl

restriction is encountered when the jet from a tube is confined
larger tube. In this configuration, a very rapid 180� change in
flow direction causes a strong change in the fluid moment
leading to intensive perturbation of the heat transfer surface [2

4.2.2.3. Effect of jet inclination and coolant flow rate. The gen
profile of the CHT along the radial direction of the target sur
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be described by the following exponential function, where the
imum value is at the intersection of the jet axis with the
ace: Nu / 1/exp(A + B cos f) (r/d)m, where f is the jet
nation angle [87]. The coefficients A and B for various jet
meters are given in Ref. [141] where this formulation was used
erive correlations between the jet-flow rates in the overhead
flank directions (B and D in Fig. 1) and the corresponding CHT

 was shown that increasing h by n times in the regions B and D
ires increasing the coolant flow rate by approximately as much
1.5 and n2. These models show that in both cooling directions,
corresponding percentage reductions in the temperatures of
cutting regions are much smaller than the percentage increase
olant flow rate, as confirmed by FE simulations [142]. Childs
. [54] estimated the CHT of a water-based flank jet to be 103–
W/m2K in the direction B. They showed that the tool
peratures are sensitive to changes in the CHT in this practical
e, thus underlining the importance of cutting fluid formula-
, supply rate, and direction of application. For an air jet, Sagot
. [195] suggested the following correlation for estimating the
age CHT on a target surface for 104 � Re � 3 � 104, 3 � r/
10 and 2 � L/d � 6:

 0:0603Re0:8 1 � 0:168
r
d

� �
þ 0:008

r
d

� �2� �
� L

d

� ��0:037

ð22Þ

ata for the effect of nozzle shape on the local CHT of an
inging air jet are also available [101,138]. Detailed surveys of
impingement cooling effect of an air jet are given in Refs.
,120].
n creep-feed grinding, the CHT in the grinding zone for high

 rate flood cooling were estimated to be 15,000–20,000 W/
 [129]. For high efficiency deep grinding, the CHT were
ated to be 10,000 W/m2K for oil-in-water emulsions and

0 W/m2K for neat oils [189]. Coefficients of heat transfer of
00–43,400 W/m2K were reported for water-based coolants in
ding, as compared to 900–1500 W/m2K for minimum quantity
ication/cooling (MQL) [104,105]. For spray cooling in grinding,
following semi-empirical model was proposed to estimate the
age heat transfer coefficient [104,206]: Nu ¼ 0:664Pr1=3Re1=2

ch higher values of h were reported in Ref. [125] with up to
 105 and 1.7 � 106 W/m2K for oil and water-based coolants,
ectively, and high grinding wheel speeds of up to 100 m/s. The

 is critically dependent on the fluid film thickness within the
act zone, which depends on the wheel speed, porosity, grain
, coolant type and flow rate, and nozzle size. This model is
icable to a wide range of grinding regimes, including deep
ding with large contact lengths, and conventional shallow cut
ding.

.4. Coefficient of heat transfer in cryogenic machining. Cryo-
c machining can significantly improve tool life and productiv-
f metallic components [73]. The gas dissolved in the liquid
eases the heat transfer in subcooled boiling. The average Nu for

 impinging on a circular plate is proportional to (Re0.45 Pr1/3)
. Heat transfer in liquid nitrogen (LN2) jet systems was also
stigated by Dreitser [70] for a wide range of nozzle diameters
flow rates. The CHT was found to be 1.7 � 103–6.5 � 103 W/
, i.e., 10–40 times higher than in boiling under natural
ection. It was also concluded in Ref. [148] that at the tool-chip

establish the fully developed region of the boiling curve in forced
convection [61]. Fig. 26 contains a compilation of some of the
relevant data published in the literature for the range of CHT
values. For the sake of comparison, typical CHT values for free and
forced convection in a single flow regime, MQL, and air quenching
are also presented, along with those for metal-to-metal thermal
contact conductance.

4.3. Thermal contact conductance

Due to the nature of real surfaces, the physical and tribological
interactions between contacting solids are limited to the highest
asperities. As a result, frictional heat generated at the micro-
contact areas will spread out rather than taking a straight path.
This gives rise to the so-called thermal constriction (or spreading)
resistance. To overcome this resistance, a steep temperature
gradient has to be established in the subsurface layer, giving rise to
high contact temperatures and thermal stresses. This process is
further complicated if surface coatings are present, since the
divergence of heat flow lines takes place partly in the coated region
and partly in the base material.

Coated tools are commonly used today to improve tool life and
reduce friction. For machining simulation and for proper coating

Fig. 25. Surface heat transfer coefficient at 51.7 kPa driving pressure [148].

Fig. 26. Typical values of CHT in various cooling regimes. Fr: free convection in air/
GN. Fc: forced convection. QA: air quenched. FcR: on rotating parts in air. hc:
thermal contact conductance. MQL: min. quantity lubrication. IAJ: impinging air jet.
IEJ: impinging emulsion jet. LNFc: LN flowing on plate. ImLN: immersed in LN, QLN:
quenched in LN, SpLN: splashed with LN, FBLN: film boiling in LN, LNJ: LN jet [122].
ration point, the surface CHT is very small and rapidly
eases with distance (Fig. 25).
he surface CHT in the open region can reach 5 � 104 W/m2K,
e than an order of magnitude higher than typical convection
ing. Recently, computational fluid dynamics analysis of
tiphase flow of LN2 was carried out for a nozzle diameter,

 mm, a flow rate = 1 l/min, and at a distance L = 15 mm from a
surface at 700 K [72]. The CHT at the intersection of the hot
et surface with the centreline of the jet was estimated to be

 104 W/m2K. It is also worth noting that nucleate boiling data
N2 for pool and forced convection boiling [67] can be used to
design (type, number of layers, order, thickness), the thermal
performance of the coated layers needs to be assessed. The
experimental data reported in Refs. [133,96] indicate that the
thermal properties of coatings have significant effect on the heat
partition ratio, and the temperature field in the substrate.
However, using FE modelling, where the thermal contact conduc-
tance at the tool-chip interface hc was assumed to be infinity
(perfect contact) [130] or a constant value of the order of 104–
106 W/m2K or higher [82,225,168,63], a contrary conclusion was
reached. The theory of nonlinear thermoelastic behaviour of
contacting solids, developed by Attia and Kops [21,20,22,23], can
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provide an explanation for these seemingly contradictory conclu-
sions. To model the thermal constriction phenomenon at the
interface, one has to consider the distribution of the contact
pressure, and consequently the thermal contact conductance, over
the interface (and not their average value), as they play a critical
role in redistributing the heat flux across the interface. It was shown
in Refs. [22,23] that only under this condition the process
modelling will agree with experimental observations and reveal
the significant effect of thermal contact conductance on the
temperature field, and on the thermal response of the system. The
thermally disturbed zone due to the constriction (or divergence) of
the heat flow lines is confined to a very shallow subsurface layer of
the order of 50–100 mm [24]. Sensing the temperature at much
larger distances will not reveal this phenomenon. This may explain
the conclusion drawn from the experimental results reported in
Ref. [186], which suggested that coatings have insignificant
thermal effect. In this work, a single temperature sensor was
located between the insert and the insert holder to solve an inverse
heat conduction problem and estimate the heat input to the tool.

The analysis carried out by Attia and Kops [24] provides a
methodology for modelling and generating data for the distribu-
tion of hc along the interface between the chip and a multi-layer
coated tool, considering the asperity level contact mechanics.
Fig. 27a depicts an idealized orthogonal cutting process with a
sharp tool, where two heat sources are present; the primary shear
plane source Q1 and the rake face source Q2. The latter represents
the secondary deformation zone in the chip and the tool-chip
friction. In the sliding zone (ls), the heat generated enters the tool
through a limited number of small contact spots, whose radii r1 are
dependent on the local contact pressures pc. The volume, which
encompasses each of these micro-contacts and extends some
distance into the solid, is defined as the elemental heat flow
channel (HFC). Since the HFCs are connected in parallel, the
solution of the heat transfer problem in a single channel represents
the building block for the whole process. Through FE analysis, the
thermal constriction for a HFC can be estimated (see Fig. 27b, with
three layers of coatings; c1, c2, c3).

The constriction ratio e ¼ r1=r2 ¼ pc=sf , where sf is the flow
stress of the softer workpiece material. By applying heat flow rate
Qc over the micro-contact (0 � r � r1), the difference between the
average temperatures of the micro-contact and the HFC cross
section (0 � r � r2) at z = 0, DTc, is the driving force required to
overcome the constriction resistance: Rc ¼ DTc=Qc . In this

Examples of the effect of the coating architecture on the C
relationship are given in Fig. 28. In calculating C , the ther
conductivity of ‘WC' was selected as a reference value. 

significant increase in the constriction resistance (C) with 

reduction in contact pressure (e) is evident. From the anal
presented in Ref. [24], the total thermal constriction resistance R
given by the following equation:

Rc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p

Aa

  !
s
jmj

!
ex

2 a1ð1 � eÞb1

k1
þ a2ð1 � eÞb2

k2

" # 
ð

where Aa is the apparent macro-contact area, while s and jmj
the standard deviation of the asperity heights and the m
absolute slope of the asperities of the equivalent surf
respectively, and s ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2
1 þ s2

2

q
and jmj ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

1 þ m2
2

q
. The par

eter x is the ratio of the separation between the median plane
the contacting surfaces and s .

For 1.5 < e < 2.0 and a practical range of contact pressu
pc=sf < 0:01 , the following equation can be used to estimate
distribution of the thermal contact conductance at the tool-c
interface hc as a function of the contact pressure distribution

hc ¼ jmj
0:136

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
s

a1

k1
þ a2

k2

� ��1 pc
sf

� �0:97
ð

This equation was validated by reducing it to the experime
and analytical cases investigated in Refs. [227,226,198] 

uncoated surfaces and for single layer coating.
It was shown in Ref. [24] that treating the coating merely 

thin layer of thermal resistance between solids in perfect cont
as presented in Ref. [161], leads to a significant error. Compare
no coating and perfect contact over the full contact length, 

results reported in Refs. [24,25] showed that with a TiN/Al2O3

coating and the presence of thermal constriction resistance, 

maximum temperature Tmax may be reduced significantly caus
a drop in the WC tool hardness from 57 to 52 HRC, and the loca
of Tmax may shift from the cutting edge to the extreme poin
contact. Simulation of steel machining showed that hc typic
varies between 0 and 2–3 � 103 kW/m2K along the chip-
interface [128]. Recognizing the importance of the spatial varia
of the contact conditions at the interface, Courbon et al. [
introduced a model where the coefficient of friction m and the h
partition ratio h are variables and they depend on the local slid
velocity vs. The vs–h relationship was extracted from pin-on-
friction experiments. The model confirmed the sensitivity of

Fig. 28. (a) Effect of coatings on the constants of Eq. (23) for different thicknes
(in mm), see table, (b) C –e relationship for TiN-TiCN-TiC coating with diffe
thicknesses t (in mm) [25].

Fig. 27. (a) Schematic of the contact configuration at tool-chip interface, (b) FE
model of the heat flow channel [24].
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analysis, it is imperative to consider the temperature-dependence
of the thermal and mechanical properties of the coatings and
substrates. These data were collected from different sources and
are summarized in Refs. [96,76,89].

The constriction resistance is commonly expressed in the
following dimensionless form: Rc ¼ c=4kr1 , where c is the
constriction parameter. The thermal and mechanical contact
problems are linked by the following expression [227]:

c ¼ að1 � eÞb ð23Þ
temperature field on the local variation along the tool-c
interface. It assumed, however, that the thermal contact cond
tance hc is constant (hc = 104 W/m2K) and ignored the ther
constriction due to the tool coating. The approach proposed
Grzesik and Nielsony [97] for modelling the interface temperat
in machining with multilayer coated tools considered only 

thickness and thermal properties of the coating but ignored 

constriction phenomenon. Careful analysis of the results presen
in Ref. [198] shows that the thermal resistance of a coating is
only dependent on its thickness dc and thermal conductivity kc,
also on the ratio of the coating thickness-to-the micro-con
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us dc/amic and the ratio of its thermal conductivity to that of the
 (substrate), kc/kt. Therefore, the change in coating thermal
uctance hc is not linearly proportional to kc/dc, but may lead to
uch greater effect.

Future needs and opportunities

hysically-based modelling of the thermal constriction phe-
omenon at the tool-chip interface, considering the nonlinear
ermoelastic behaviour of the system, and the texture, crystal
rientation, and coating architecture. This allows the develop-
ent of a data-base for tool design and accurate simulation of
e machining process.
evelopment of non-intrusive measurement system/technique
r determining the distribution of the heat transfer coefficient
 various regions of the cutting zone under various modes of
oling, and its correlation to process variables.
FD modelling of cryogenic, MQL, and high pressure coolant
elivery for enhanced dissipation of cutting energy.

icrostructure data and models

Microstructure evolution in machining

icrostructure evolution in the machining of crystalline metals
alloys is largely governed by the prevailing mechanics of
erial removal and the resulting chip formation. Microstructure
ution for continuous and other chip formation types occurring
e machined surface/subsurface are reviewed below.

. Microstructure evolution in the machined chip
eformation during continuous chip formation encompasses a
e range of strains, strain rates and temperatures that together
ence the operative micromechanics of plastic deformation.
ending on the thermomechanical variables and material
em parameters, microstructure evolution may be governed
echanisms mediated by conventional dislocation slip and

e, deformation twinning, and/or solid state phase transforma-
. For dislocation mediated-plasticity, microstructure evolution
lassified into multiple operative thermally-activated and/or
hanically-activated processes including recovery, continuous/
ontinuous recrystallization and grain growth. At low homolo-

 temperatures and strain rates, microstructure recovery and
ystallization occurs at relatively low to moderate strains.
ostructure refinement in fcc metals has been reviewed by
hes and Hansen [114] and includes the generation of
cations, their rearrangement into low energy cellular struc-
s and subgrain boundaries, formation of lamellar boundaries
rotation to form high energy, high angle grain boundaries.
or machining processes, this evolution has been observed
ctly in chip formation for fcc metals and alloys, including those
d on copper, nickel and aluminium. For example, Brown et al.

 showed direct relationships between the formation of various
ostructures in the machined chip and the machining
meters, including rake angle and cutting speed, which
ther affect strain, strain rate and temperature, as shown in
29. Saldana et al. [196] expanded on these results and
rmined differences in the evolution of the machined micro-

mechanically-activated grain growth (or coarsening) also has been
observed at low strain rates and high effective strains [37].

While the above phenomena (e.g., continuous/discontinuous
recrystallization, grain growth) have been observed when initial
microstructure is in the microcrystalline regime, it also has been
recognized by Basu and Shankar [30] that length scale effects lead
to limited dislocation generation and refinement at small length
scales wherein the machining volume approximates crystal size.

In addition to deformation mediated by conventional disloca-
tion slip, deformation by mechanical twinning is an alternative
deformation mode often observed in machining of low stacking
fault energy (SFE) fcc as well as in bcc and hcp metals. Deformation
twinning involves coordinated motion of atoms within a single
grain, resulting in reflection of the original lattice in the twinned
volume. Twinning generally occurs when limited slip systems are
available to support plastic deformation and in situations wherein
the stress to cause twinning is less than that required to cause slip.
Conditions wherein these modes are promoted involve both high
strain rates and low homologous temperatures. Brown et al. [37]
and Saldana et al. [196] demonstrated formation of deformation
twins under such conditions for various fcc metals, including
copper and brass. Deformation twins also have been observed in
the machining of other low SFE metals and alloys, including steels,
magnesium-based alloys, and titanium-based alloys
[204,124,192]. In addition to deformation twinning, solid-state
phase transformations have long been known to also play a major
role in microstructure evolution for structural steels in terms of
martensitic white layer formation both in the chip and in the
machined surface. In this regard, martensite forms due to
simultaneous effects of high strains and high temperature
gradients in the machining of steels.

Deformation occurring in discontinuous chip formation, such as
in serrated chip formation observed in titanium alloys, exhibits
more complex microstructure evolution due to the occurrence of
strain heterogeneities caused by shear banding in the machined
chip. This is most clearly observed in machining of titanium alloys,
magnesium alloys, and nickel superalloys where the chip is
characterized by periodic occurrence of two microstructure

Fig. 29. Microstructures obtained in machining with varying rake angles and cutting
speeds designed to yield differences in strain, strain rate and temperature [37].
ctures at low homologous temperatures (e.g., cryogenic),
ding mechanisms for the enhanced refinement of the
ostructure. In addition to the stable evolution of microstruc-

 by continuous recrystallization, discontinuous recrystalliza-
 and grain growth also contribute within specific
momechanical parameter ranges. For example, higher ma-
ing temperatures can result in discontinuous dynamic
ystallization in the chip due to nucleation and growth of

 strain-free grains throughout the deformed microstructure.
 has been observed at high machining speeds that result in

 effective strain rates in the deformed chip [37]. Additionally,
regions: (1) a region of transient plastic deformation where the
original microcrystalline grain structure is observed, and (2) a
highly localized and refined shear band region [132]. In the case of
MgAZ31B shown in Fig. 30, the former region consists of
microcrystalline grain boundaries which can be resolved metallo-
graphically, as well as evidence of grain-level plastic deformation
in the form of deformation twins and heavily defected subgrain
regions [194]. The shear banded region is metallographically
featureless and consists of refined nanocrystalline and/or ultrafine
grains [194]. While microstructure refinement and the nature of
shear bands are not completely understood, the formation of these
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microstructures are ultimately linked to grain refinement by
continuous dynamic recrystallization.

5.1.2. Microstructure evolution in the machined surface
The microstructure evolution in the machined surface and in

the secondary shear zone follow processes similar to that
described above for the primary shear zone, albeit in a more
heterogeneous manner due to greater heterogeneity in thermo-
mechanical loading in these regions. In the secondary shear zone,
severe straining due to high friction at the tool-chip interface gives
rise to enhanced grain refinement. The thermomechanical history
of the machined subsurface closely matches the deformation
occurring in the deformed chip. In terms of continuous recrystal-
lization, Calistes et al. [42] showed that microstructures near the
machined surface closely resembled microstructures formed in the
interior of the chip volume for various fcc metals. These
microstructures were found to be ultrafine-grained and were
similar in size to that observed in the machined chip. The similarity
in microstructure for these different regions is expected as
deformation strain decays into the subsurface, wherein the
deformation at the machined surface is similar to that of the
machined chip [102]. More recently, Basu et al. [32] showed
relationships between the mechanics of surface generation in
periodic topographies and the depth of the refined microstructure
layer formed by continuous recrystallization, as well as the
resulting spatial gradient in grain size. The resulting ultrafine-
grained microstructure in the machined surface is correlated with
the subsurface strain profile as well as locally-varying strain path
changes in the machined surface.

The deformation heterogeneity in the machined subsurface also
can provide conditions necessary for deformation twinning. Due to
the strong influence of strain, strain rate and temperature on the
likelihood of twinning, deformation twinning is also strongly strain
dependent, forming at low strains and being eliminated at high
strains. In this regard, deformation twinning is unlikely to occur in
the immediate machined surface, which is associated with high
strains and is more likely to occur at greater subsurface depths at low
strains.M’Saoubi and Ryde [152]and Shankaret al. [204] showedthis
through electron backscatter diffraction and metallographic obser-
vations of deformation twins in the machined subsurface for
machining of austenitic stainless steel and titanium, respectively.
Twins also readily form under low temperature cryogenic conditions
in many materials. Pu et al. [179] showed cobalt chrome and
magnesium alloys exhibit deformation twinning in the subsurface
under cryogenic burnishing and machining, respectively.

tures in the chip and the machined surface. TEM invo
accelerating electrons through thin sample volumes for measu
ment of the crystalline structure. Image contrast in the TEM is u
to quantify microstructure in the machined chip and surf
including measurement of grain size, dislocation density, and g
boundary morphology. TEM-based selected area diffraction (S
enables visualization of the spread in crystal orientations o
directly map grain orientation by sample tilting and rotation.
site-specific observations, samples are produced by direct ener
based localized removal of material from highly specific regi
FIB liftout involves use of a precision nanomanipulator and
milling to remove a localized piece of material [86]. First, an
source and user-defined masks are used to locally ablate mate
from a work surface in the form of a two-sided trench with a cen
wall forming the final sample. The centre wall is protected us
platinum depositions applied to the work surface. A na
manipulator is brought in contact with and welded to the cen
wall. After removing the centre wall from the workpiece, 

sample is thinned successively using the ion beam. These meth
when coupled with lower-resolution measurement methods ba
on PIV/DIC and SEM/EBSD, have been used recently by Sagapu
et al. [193] to make highly localized measurements of microstr
ture within Ti–6Al–4V shear bands, as shown in Fig. 31.

5.3. Microstructure models for machining

Modeling of phase transformations in machining has garne
significant interest due to the emphasis on understanding w
layer formation in steels. Multiple works have attempted to mo
the martensitic transformation by coupling various thermal 

thermomechanical models to establish the temperature histor
the deformation zone, chip and machined surface. Chou and Ev
[58] used a moving heat source model to determine the tempera
history of the machined surface as a function of machin
parameters, while ignoring strain and strain rate related effe
Umbrello and Filice [220] used FE simulations and empir
relationships for estimating the white layer in machining of 

52100. The FE models were coupled with empirical formulations
describing hardness variations for quenching or tempering. The l
variations in hardness were estimated using the local tempera
history. Ramesh and Melkote [182] developed a FE model 

Fig. 30. Shear banding and twinning in (a) AISI 316L and (b) MgAZ31B chip
[194,152].

Fig. 31. Shear band characterization in machining using (a) PIV, (b) SEM/EBSD
(c) TEM. The far left panel in (c) represents microstructure in the centre of the s
band [193].
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5.2. Measurement of microstructure

Measurement of microstructure variables in machining must be
able to resolve small domains at the grain-level. Conventional
methods for characterizing microstructure over large, non-site-
specific chip and machined surface regions, including scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD), have been summarized by Jawahir et al. [123]. More
recently, advances have been made to apply site-specific methods
based on transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and focused-ion
beam (FIB) milling for high-resolution observation of microstruc-
incorporated thermomechanical dependent effects of transfor
tional plasticity and stress/strain-dependent austenite/marten
transformation temperatures.

The effect of microstructure in multi-phase materials has b
addressed through multi-constituent FE models that repres
individual phases discretely within a single FE mesh. The l
morphology for each phase is modelled using elements w
differing constitutive properties. Chuzhoy et al. [59] used a mu
constituent FE model to describe microstructure response
orthogonal machining of ductile iron comprised of ferrite 

pearlite grains with graphite nodules. The results were simila
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s of cutting forces and temperatures, as well as the relative
phology of graphite nodules. Further, the resulting stress
ibutions indicated that the deformation of the pearlite phase
ributed more significantly than the ductile iron. This was later
nded upon by Vogler et al. [223] to understand the forces in 3-
icromilling of ductile iron. The results showed that the multi-
tituent FE model was able to predict milling forces within 20%
e experimental values.
rediction of hardening and grain refinement in machining of
talline materials has included a number of studies that have
lved: (1) Zener-Hollomon based frameworks, (2) Johnson-Mehl-
mi-Kolmogorov (JMAK) kinetics, and (3) continuous dynamic
ystallization models. The first of these are based on empirical
acterizations of the effects of strain, strain rate and temperature
ecrystallization phenomena in crystalline metals. In this regard,
ener-Hollomon parameter is given by Z ¼ _e e

Q
RT , where _e is the

in rate, Q is the activation energy, R is the gas constant and T is
temperature. Zener-Hollomon frameworks for predicting the
l microstructure generally involve incorporation of the Zener-
omon parameter within an FE simulation. In this regard, the FE
el is used to determine the locally varying strain, strain rate
temperature distributions during machining and the resulting
r-Hollomon field is determined. In regions of the material
re a threshold strain for recrystallization is achieved, the
ystallized grain size is determined according to an empirical
tionship relating initial grain size, the Zener-Hollomon
meter, and material constants. This approach has been utilized

 number of authors, including Caruso et al. [43] for AISI 52100,
t al. [179] for MgAZ31B, Rotella and Umbrello [188] for Ti–6Al–
M’Saoubi et al. [150] for advanced nickel based superalloys
onel 718, Wasapaloy, Udimet 720 and RR1000), Jafarian et al.
] for Inconel 718, Ambrosy et al. [2] for AISI 4140. As an
ple, the results for Ti–6Al–4V shown in Fig. 32 indicate that

results match grain size closely with experimental data.
rain refinement in the deformation zone has also been
essed using modifications of isothermal Johnson-Mehl-
mi-Kolmogorov (JMAK) kinetics by leveraging similar models
zed for predicting microstructure evolution in metal forming
esses. In this regard, the final grain size in the machining
ess is determined by evaluating the recrystallized volume
tion in the deformed chip and machined surface as a function
me at temperature. The temperature profile is used as an input
termine the final grain size after a threshold strain is achieved.
oy and Özel [5] applied this to model microstructure evolution
achining of Ti–6Al–4V. This was followed by the work of Pan
. [175] who added a phase transformation model according to
time-transformation-temperature profiles for alpha and beta
e titanium. The authors used the model to understand the
t of machining parameters on refinement and phase forma-

 in the machined surface and chip.
icrostructure evolution models based on continuous dynamic

ystallization have also been developed that incorporate well
blished relations for evaluating evolving dislocation density and

corresponding microstructure refinement (e.g., formation into cell
walls and other low energy boundary structures). Ding and Shin [68]
incorporated these formulations within an FE model for simulating
microstructure evolution in aluminium and copper. The simulation
results for dislocation density, grain size and relative grain
misorientation were shown to match well with experimental data.
Liu et al. [144] provided further capability to also include a grain size
evolution law for dynamic recrystallization, wherein the grain size
was modelled following a Zener-Hollomon based approach. Further,
microstructure evolution was directly coupled with the flow stress
model to provide a unified constitutive framework. The model was
used to determine effects of parameters on grain size and dislocation
density for SS 304 [144] and copper [146], with good agreement with
experimental results.

Grain-scale plastic accommodation in macro-scale and micro-
scale machining configurations also has been pursued using
modeling approaches that have employed crystal plasticity (CP)
formulations in describing microstructure response. Zhang et al.
[235] modelled the orthogonal cutting of Ti–6Al–4V using discrete
cohesive elements to represent the polycrystalline material in the FE
framework. In this regard, the deformation of each grain is modelled
according to a single crystal wherein specific slip systems are active
depending on the loading path. From the results, the authors showed
that the CP framework was able to produce accurate estimates of
cutting force,aswellas to simulate the chip morphologyexpectedfor
Ti–6Al–4V. Both Zahedi et al. [228] and Tajalli et al. [215] utilized a CP
material model to determine the effects of relative orientation of
single crystals on chip morphology and machining forces.

An approach to modeling the evolution of crystallographic
texture in deformation of a polycrystal is to use a self-consistent
modeling framework. The visco-plastic self-consistent (VPSC)
approach simulates grain-scale texture evolution by assuming
these grains are embedded in a homogeneous equivalent medium
(HEM) whose response to deformation is the same as that of the
aggregate of the individual grains combined. Basu and Shankar [31]
incorporated the VPSC simulation with displacement fields
obtained through high speed digital image correlation, as shown
in Fig. 33. Good correspondence was found between simulated and
experimental textures for machining of copper over a range of rake
angles and cutting speeds. Fergani et al. [78] later utilized VPSC
with an analytical model of process mechanics to predict texture
evolution in machining of AA7075.

5.4. Future needs and opportunities

Fig. 33. Experimental and simulated orientation distribution functions for
machining of copper [31].
Fig. 32. Subsurface microstructure in machining Ti–6Al–4V [188].
1. Integration of microstructure models with commercial software
to couple the material response to microstructure evolution.

2. Rigorous examination of microstructure evolution mechanisms
in heterogeneous shearing occurring in machining (e.g., laminar
flow, shear banding, segmentation).

3. Establishing linkages between heterogeneous material shearing
in chip formation and grain-scale plastic accommodation.

4. Development and application of statistical methods for gathering
and representing dense microstructure data sets for validation.
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6. Conclusions

This keynote paper critically reviewed recent advances in data,
models, and experimental techniques to describe the material
constitutive properties, tool-workpiece friction, and thermal and
microstructure properties needed to model and simulate metal
machining. The paper also highlighted the future needs and
opportunities in these areas. Future research in these areas will be
driven in large part by the industrial need for accurate simulation
of machining process performance metrics such as machined
surface integrity, including the final microstructure and mechani-
cal properties of the machined part, and tool wear.
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